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«wHO0L A IN 
The Entire Pancreas Gland Extract

In 3 gr. Capsules.

HOLADIN is an extract of the entire pancreas gland, presenting
all the constituents both of the digestive and the internal secretion.
HOLADIN, whilst possessmng great tîyptic activity, is of especial
potency iii respect to the amylolytic and lipolytie enzymes ; it is rich
in the important cell-constituents, lecithin and nuclein, which peculiarly
abound in the pancreas.

HOLADIN is put up in gelatin capsules (automatically filled), each
containing approximately three grains. The usual dose is one capsule
about three hours alter nieals, and one at bedtime. In cases of con-
stitutional disease or in serious disorders of digestion attributed to
faulty pancreatic functioning, the dose may be gradually mncreased
to two or three capsules at a time,

HOLADIN, by the U. S. P. method ot assay, exhibits at least four
times the starch converting power of " Pancreatin " U. S. P., 1900, and
far exceeds in saccharifying power any diastase of commerce.

'pRr.RT~NATED ANI) MANUFACTURED BY

"tl FAIRCHILD BROS. S FOSTER
Sc New York
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ANTITOXINES
VACCINES
ALWAYS FRESH STOCK ON HAND

MANUFACTURE) BY:

Sterns, ,e Mulford,
Parke, Davis & Co.,

Alexander.
.>* j.e %

ANTETANIC SERUMS-Parke, Davis & Co.
ANTISTREPTOCOCCIC SERUM-

Mulford's.
STREPTOLYTIC SERUM-Stearns'.
LEECHES-We have recently received a lot and

in future will always have stock here.

The National Drug & Chemical Co.
of CANADA, Limited.

u HALIFAX,-Nova Scotia
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LISTERI NE
The original antiseptic compound

( Awrded Cold Afedal (Highest A ward) Lewis & Clark Centennial Exposition. Portland 1905: Awarded Gold Medal (Highst Award
Louisiana Purchasi Exposi:ion. Si. Louis. 1904: Awarded Bronze Medal (Highest' Award) Exposition Universelle de 1900, Paris.

Listerinje is an efficient and very effective means of conveying to the innermost recesses and
folds of the micous membranes that mild and efficient mineral antiseptic, boracic acid, which it holds
in perfect soltition; and whilst there is no possibility of poisonous effect through the absorption of
Listerine, its power to neutralize the products ot putrefaction (thus preventing septic absorption) bas
been most satsfactorily determined.

LISTERINE DERMATIC SOAP
A saponaceous detergenmt for use ink the antiseptic

treatment of diseases of the skin

Listerine Dermatic Soapcontains the essential antisepticconstituents of eucalyptus (1%), mentha,
gaultheria and thyme (each V2%), which enter into the composition of the well-known antiseptic
preparation Listerine, while the quality of excellence of the soap-stock employed as the vehiclè for this
medication, will be. readily apparent when used upon the most delicate skin, and upon the scalp.
Listerine Dermatic Soap contaiLs no animal fats, and none but the very best vegetable oils; before it
is "milled" and pressed into cake's it is super-fatcd by the addition of an emollient oil, and the smooth,
elastic condition of the skin secured by using Listerine Dermatic Soap is largely due to the presence
of this ingredient. Unusual care is exercised in the preparation of Listerine Dermatic Soap, and as
:he antiseptic constituents of Listerine are added to the soap after it has received its surplus of unsa-
ponified emollient oilî they retain their peculiar antiseptic virtues and fragrance.

A sample or Listerine Dermatic Soap may be had upon application to the manufhturers-

Larnbert Pharmacal Co., St. Louiss U. S. A.

Right Glasses STANFORDS
Annoyance and discomfort corne frorn Ladies' and

wearing ." ready-ma de" glasses.
We urge you to try a pair of our Gentlemen's

made to order kind."

H. W. CAMERON, Optician
100'BARRINGTON ST. (Cor. Duke) 154 tO 158 HOLLIS STREET,

HALIFAX, N. S. Halifax, N. S.

SANMETTO GENITO URI Y DISEASES
A Sctentlfic Blendlng of True Santal and Saw Palmetto In a Pleasant Aromatic Vehicle.

A Vitalizing Tonic to the Reproductive System.
SPECIALLY VALUABLE IN

PROSTATIC TROUBLES OF OLD MEN-IRR!TABLE BLADDER-
CYSTITIS-URETH RITIS-PRE-SENILITY.

DOSE:-One Teaspoonfui Four Times a Day. OD CHEM. CO., NEW YORK.
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How about your Surgical Instruments?
MANY SURGEONS :send their instruments to me for repairs and they all

tell ne that my work gives them the utmost satisfaction. I believe you
would be glad to know ot a place where YOUR instruments will have the benefit
of a very skilled hand when they need repairing. SEND THEM TO ME.

c G. SCHULZ
165 Barrington St.,,

Ir, PRACTICAL WATCH and
9 CHRONOMETER MAIHER.

- Ha.1ifaex, N. S.

AN UNPARALELLED RECOR.D
FOR FORTY YEARS THE STANDARD IRON TONIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE.

Wheeler's Tissue Phosphates
lias secured its ronarkable prestige in Tuberculosis and ail Wasting Diseases,
Convalescence. Gestation, Lactation, etc., by maintaining the perfect digestion
and assimilation of food as well as of the Iron and other Phosphates it contains.

AS RELIABLE IN/ DYSPEPSIA AS QUINiNE IN AGUE
Send for jnteresting Literature on the Phosphates.

T. B. WHEELEK, t * Montreal, Canada.
9>3TTo prevent substitution, iii Pound Bottles only at One Dollar. Samples nolonger furnished.

Thé Lindrnan Truss
is designed to cffectually con- and is convertible from a
trol all classes of reducible -right to eft, single to double,
Hernia, and at the same time, ' or vice versa, and can beused
on account of its easy adjust- for umbilical Hem ia or Ab-
ment, be comfortable to wear. dominal supporter. It can
Each Truss can be adjusted also be used in combination
to vaiious forms of Hernia ofany two or more Hernias.

N D AN LCor. McGill College Avenue MONTREAL,
•N. AdA and Saint Catherine Street. C a n a d a.

Leather [etsSlings
and all, classes of SURGICAL LEATHER. WOR.K.

Superior qualities and fine finish. Prices .we'd like you to know.

K E LLY'S, 116-118 GRANVILLE STREET, HALIFAX
"IF IT'S LEATHER, WE HAVE IT OR CANI MAKE IT."

1
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ARTIFICIAL
WI T H

lalei

N O D U TY. O N LIM3S

LEGS

Socxet
(Warranted not to chafe.)

E. H. Er icks on
Artificial Limb Co

MNinneapolis, inn.,
U. S. A.

Branch: 804 Monadnoch BlochR
CHICAGO$ ll.

Largest Limb Factory in the World.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

SHIPPED TO CANADA

LEITH HOUSE Established 18 18

KELLEY GLASSEY,
(Successors toA. McLeod & Sons)

Wine and Spirit Nerchants,
Importers of ALES, WINES AND LIQUORS

Among which is a very superior assortment of
Port and Sherry Wines, Champagnes, Bass's Ales,
Guinness's Stout. Brandies, Whiskies, Jamaica
Rum, Holiand Gin,'suitable for medicinal pur-
poses: aiso Sacramental Wine and pure Spirit 65'
p.,c., for Druggists.)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Please mnention the MARITIME MF.DICAL NEWs.",

Man or woman cannot resist an en-
gaging ,exterior; it i-ii pleas'e, 'iL wiIi make
its way. '-Lord Gheés/erficld Io 7z'iS'son.

Have your next SUIT
mnade by us and prove
the truth of the above
quotation.

E MAXWELL . SON,

132 Granville Street, HALIFA X.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY,
M 'dic' ~ - - -

Medical Department.

The University and Bellevue
Hospital Medical College,

SESSION 906-1907.

The Session begîns on Wednesday, October 3,

xgo6, and continues'for eight rnonths.

or the annual circularï, giving requirements
for matriculation, admission to advanced stand-

ing graduation and full -details or, the course,
address

Dr EGBERT LE FEVRE, Dean,
26th1 Street and First Avenue, NEW -YORK

5AL HEPATICA
Theoriginal efferves-

cing Saline Laxative and Uric
Acid Solvent. A combination of /
theTonic,Alterative and Lax-
.tive Salis similar to the cele-.

bratedBltter Watersof Europe,,"I
fortified by addition of Llthium,
and Sodium Phosphates. It j
:timulates liver, tones Ies
tinal:glands, purifies alimen
tary tract, improves digestion,
assimilation - and metabolism.,
EspeciaIly vsluable in rheu
matism, gout, bilious attacks,
constipation. Most, efficient
in eliminatingtoxic products
from Intestinal tract or blood, y
and - correcting viclous or
impalred functions.i

-Write for free samples
BRISTOL-NYERS C,

Brooklyn, New York City
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Iregularities of the menafmual ow are, as a ale, the firt manifenation of
fructural or other impairments of the reprodudive organs. Those agents which
retore the monthly visitations to normal limits, will, if properly proportioned and
timely adminitcred, exercise a curative influence upon the entire reprodudive sytem.

E NORREA
whether neuralgic, membranous, congeaive, inflammatory, ovarian
or obstruaive in charadier, yields readily to the pain-relieving and
flow-augmenting adion of

Erg0oapil (MI t h),
if one to two capsules are adminiftered three times daily before
and during the menstrual period.

AW Mj E4 N1% Oi R HEA

when due to sudden exposure to cold, -mental shock, change of
climate, etc., may be promptly relieved by the admini&ration of

rgoapiol0 (Smith)
in doses of two capsules three or four times daily for a few days
in advance of the visitation, then giving one capsule three timnes a
day until menftruation has ceased.

M EW. N Ofl R9 RW% A G, IA

whatever may be the exciting cause, excessive menaruation may be
controlled, and the uterus invigorated and toned by the admin-
ifration of

in doses of one capsule once daily for a few days in advance of
the visitation, then increasing the dose to one capsule four times
daily throughout the period.

TIs product is supplied in metal boxes containing twenty capsules. It is obtain.
able of al prescriptionins. Samples and literature wi be scnt, post paid, te
physicians upon requet.

Martin H.,
NEW

Smi t h(
YORK. U. S. A.

Company,
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(Inflammation's Antidote

THE SPATULA '
oftentimes will make runnecessary

THE SCALPEL
if it be used for the application of Antiphlogistine, bot and
thick, in the various inflammatory and congestive conditions.

-I
Depletes Inflamed Areas, à Flushes the Capillaries,

Stimulates the Reflexes, Restorés the: Circulation,
Bleeds, but Saves the blood.

'THE -DENVE / HEMICA F Co.
CHICAGO, LONDONClIIAGO NEW YORK,,-'
DENVER 'sYDNEY
SAN FRANCIScO MONTREAL
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Blood NurishmenLLt

DUrn Lactatio.

At the time when a niother must share her food supply
with her child the liability to systemie depletion is
great. If the quality of the blood in the mother is
allowed to fall below normal, the food of the child
will not be of proper life-forming quality.

restores depleted conditions of the blood
by feeding it with manganese and iron.
It builds rich, red blood and is a nutrient
and general reconstructive tonic.

Pepto-mTa9ea9 ("(jude") is ready for quick absorption and rapid
infusion into the circulating fluid and is consequently of marked and
certain value in all forms of

ANIEMIA, CHLOROSIS, BRIGHT'S DISEASE,
RACHITIS, NEURASTHENIA, Etc.

To assure proper filling of prescriptions, orcler Pepto -Mangan ("Gude")
in original bottles containirg 3 xi. IT'S NEVER SOLD IN BULK.

SAMPLES AND LITERATURE
UPON APPLICATION.

M. J. BREITENBACH COMPANY,iLaboratory,
Leipzig, Germany 53 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

LEEMINC, MILES & CO., Montreal, Selling Agents for Canada
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Fastid!ìous Patients
are p!eased with the appearance of our Cliocolate Coated Tablets.

Physicians
find them more prompt in action than the same remedy in pill form.

W e
offer a ist of this form of medication, coniprising the leading

drugs and chemicals, in different strengths to suit different cases.
Acetanilid, Aloin, Arsenious Acid, Calomel, Cascara Sagrada

Extract, Codeine, Heroin, Morphine, Mercurous lodide, Opium,
Podophyllin, Quinine, Sallo Strychnine, etc.

Also leading Formulc.

IN PRESCRISING KINDLY SPECIFY

C. C. T. FR.OSST.

PRICE LIST AND SAMPLES GLADLY FURNISIIED ON REQUEST.

CHARLES E. FR.OSST (& CO.
MO NT REAL

T HE euarterly Journal of Inebriety, says:- "Antikamnla
Tablets have become one of the standard remedies. We
haVe used them With excellent results to quiet the pain

following the withdraWal of morphia. We have NE VE R JEEN
A CASE OF ADDICTION TO ANTIKAMNIA, hence We
prize it very highly as one of the most ?Valuable remedies for
DIMINISHING VAIN WITHOUT PERIL"

MADE GNLY BY..

The Antikaimiaph6ifieical Company
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

ý ý« 0ânëh CoMffiiie
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Opsonic Index Grace-Calveirt
in Tuberculosis. (British Illedical
Journal, July 6th,) sums up our

knowledge regarding the opsonic
index in· tuberculosis as follows:
(1) In slight early cases it is
about normal. (2) In acute cases
it fluctuates greatly from day to
day. (3) In chronic cases it is
below normal. (4) In sanatorium
cures it is variable.

Standard Scale At a meeting of
for Catheters• the American Sur-

gical Trade Association held in
Philadelphia, June, 1906, it was
resolved that after January lst,
1907, the trade adopt the French
scale for all catheters, bougies and
sounds.

A committee was appointed for
the purpose of getting up a proper
and aceurate French scale card.

Mysteries and George M. Gould
Sources of contributes a paper

Suicide. under this caption
to the iMfedical Record (Sept. 8,
1906), in which he analyses statis-
tics of s u i c i d e gathered from
various sources, criticizes the com-
monly accepted ideas as to reasons
for suicide, and sets forth that at
the bottom of the disposition to
self-destruction there nearly always

32:

lies an uncorrected eyestrain, which
has produced so much physical
disconfort or actual illness as to
actually bring the P -a t i - n t to

meditate or attempt suicide.

Ectopic In the i'Jedical Record
Pregnancy. for June 23rd, appears

an article by Hiram N. Vineberg,
recording an experience based
upon 53 operative cases of ectopic
gestation. The patients varied in
age from 22 to 41 years. Six
were primiparoe. The cardinal
symptoms are set down as more
or less prolonged stoppage of
menses, followed by .irregular
bleeding froni uterus and pain in
the abdomen. The diagnosis,
vhile sometimes difficult, is not
often impossible. There should
not be undue haste about operat-
ing, but it is unwise to leave a
large quantity of blood in the
abdominal cavity. There sh ould
be complete arrest of hiæmorrhage
before the abdomen is closed.

Fruits and The agricultural
Nuts as Foods. department (Sei-
entific American) has for several
years been conducting experiments
to determine the dietetic value of
certain foods. Fruits contain but
little proteid and nuts are relied
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on in this plan of eating to balance
the ration. Fruits are ricb in
carbobydrates, and nuts contain
fats. A pound of peanuts, which
costs seven cents, furnish 1,000
calories of energy at the cost of
three and one balf cents. The
average price per pound of the
proteid from nuts ranks higher
than the corresponding average of
meats, but the cost per pound for
peanut proteid is lower than for
meats, eggs, milks, dairy products,
and prepared cereals. Although
peanuts supply protein and energy
for a smaller sum than bread, they
are out-ranked by dried beans,
which at five cents per pound, will
supply for ten cents, over two
bundred grammes of protein and
3,040 calories of energy.

The Desmoid A year or more ago
Reaction. a test was described

by Sahli, which he considered to
afford an accurate means of esti-
mating the secretory 'power of
the stomach without necessitating
the passage of the tube. A small
gutta-percha bag, containing methy-
lene blue, iodoforn or salol, and
tied firmly with catgut, was ad-
ministered with the mid-day meal.
Sahli contended that catgut is
digested only in the stomach, and
that the prompt, slow or delayed
appearance of pigment in the urine
after the test, indicated hyper-
acidity, normal .acidity or sub-
acidity, respectively. Articles bave
been contributed to recent issues
of Deutsche 2zediziniische Wochen-

schrift, by Max Einhorn and by
Alexander and Schlesinger, which
go to sbow that Sahli's contentions
are not well founded, that catgut
may pass the stomach to be dis-
solved in the bowel, and that in
the stomach it may be digested
even in the absence of free hydro-
chloric acid. The uncertainty of
the reaction, therefore, renders the
test practically valueless.

Wounds Tuflier (Bull. et Mem.
of Lung. de la Soc. de. Chir. de
Paris) states that his large ex-
perience with gunshot wounds of
the lung bas convinced him that
in most instances operative pro-
cedures are unnecessary, and that
recovery usually follows -aseptic
occlusion of the external opening
and rest treatment. Sbould there
be indications of infection of an
effusion of blood into the pleural
cavity, or should the condition of
the patent be grave and perplex-
ing, it would be advisable to
operate. In the discussion of-
Tuffier's paper, Delorme advised
more active 'treatment in certain
cases. He would, for instance, at
once open the chest in cases of
profuse primary hmorrhage, or
even in cases of moderate but- not
readily controlled hniorrhage, and
endeavour, by suture or pressure,
to check the loss of blood.
iMichaux contended that surgical'
intervention should be rarely
practiced in wounds of the lung,
but that it would be justified in
the case of a woundinear the
pulmonary hilum.

322 September
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Treatment of La Presse Medicale
Tumours by (Jun e 3 0, 190 6)
Ferments. contains an account

by Odier of the work he has re-
cently been doing in the experi-
mental treatment of tumours by
glycolytie and pancreatic ferments.
He has found that in certain patho-
logical conditions, and notably in
malignant new growths, there is
an increased amount of glucose in
the tissues. Believing that the
character of a tumour is to some
extent dependen t upon the
diathesis. of the patient, he con-
ceives that modification of such
diathesis shall be considered in the
treatment. Investigation o f a
variety of animals suffering friom
a variety of neoplasms (sarcoma,
carcimoma, papilloma) demon-
strated diminution of the glycolytic
and pancreatic ferments in all
cases. Consequently lie supplies
the lack of these ferments by in-
jections, and, in the animals thus
far experimented on, has in all
cases succeeded in preventing
further development of the disease,
while in several instances there
has been notable reduction in the
size of the tumour.

scopolamine- Whitacre (1Medical
Morphine R e v i e w) bases his

Anæsthesia. C o n c l usi o n upon
forty cases of anæsthesia, upon
animal ekperimentation, and upon
a review of all deaths that have

been reported in the literature up
to the present time. He concludes:
(1) T h a t scopolamine-morphine

narcosis is not. devoid of danger.
(2) The use of scopolaniine-nior-
phine alone for surgical narcosis is
not justifiable, and in bis ex-
perience is not practicable. (3) A
single dose two hours before the
operation lessens the discoimforts
attendant upon the operation to a
high degree, and may obtain a
definite place in surgical practice.
(4) Four deaths have occurred in
twenty-four hundred cases. (5)
Heart failure was given as the
direct cause of death. (6) A fatty
degeneration of the liver and
kidney has been produced by
repeated d o s e s o f scopolamine
alone, and the scopolamine-mor-
phine combination, in animals. (7)
This method of producing or assist-
ing narcosis cannot be recom-
mended for use in general practice,
in spite of the great advantage it
seems to offer.

Pleurisyand Henry Farn um
Pulmonary Stoll calls attention

Tuberculosis. to the intimate re-
lationship between pleurisy and
tuberculosis of the lungs. After
reporting the history of a number
of cases observed at the Hartford
Hospital, (ilfedical Record, Sep-
teiber 8, 1906) lie concludes tiat
all effusions within the pleural
cavity are to be considered grave,
as ,a large majority of them are of
tuberculous origin. Although a
positive history is most important,
a negative one is valueless in ex-
cluding tuberculosis. According
to Osler, there are three groups of

1906 323
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serous effusions: pyogenic, meta-
pneumonie, and tuberculous. In
the absence of a pneumonia or a
septie condition he considers the
very presence of a pleural exudate
sufficient to raise the question of
tuberculosis. Patients with pleur-
itis should be told that the affec-
tion is probably due to the tubercle
bacillus. Thev should be assured
that they will get well, but they
should be warned to take- especial
care of their health for a number
of years.

Shock. Lucy Waite states (i1Iedi-
cal Record, September 8,

1906) that the phenomena of
shock manifest themsel1ves
through the tripod of vital forces,
the nervous, circulatory, and res-
piratory systems, and principally
in those organs m o s t highly
supplied by the sympathetic sys-
tem. The intensity of physical
shock is influenced by the extent
of the injury, the nearness of the
traumatisn to the solar plexus,
the character of the injury, and
the severity of the pain produced.
The diagnosis of shock is the
recognition of the clinical pheno-
mena. Practically t h e o n 1y
difficulty lies in .differentiating
this condition froni syncope,
caused by severe bemorrhage.
The physician should never be
content with a diagnosis of shock
until every possibility of hæmorr-
hage bas been excluded. As to
prognosis, temperature is i n
general the b e s t guide. A

persistence of 96' or below for
several hours warrants an unfavor-
able prognosis. The writer con-
cludes by discussing the treatment
of shock.

Medical It seems that the.
Inspection of city schools are

School about to open with
Children. no provision yet

for the systematic medical inspec-
tion of the scholars which was
projected so boldly last, Spring.,

The physicians chosen did not
consider the indemnity voted them
sufficient, and so did not get. to

work, and the deadlock still exists.
Certainly something should be

done at once to set the system
working. Either the demands of

the physicians ought to be met, or

other physicians secured. If the

money is suficient for the time

and skill required, then competi-
tion will surely bring out some

doctors who will undertake the

task, while if no fit men will
apply, then obviously more money

should be set aside for this

purpose.
This is not a. matter to be played

with. If one epidemic in a single

school can be headed off, the city
will be amply repaid for the funds
devoted to this purpose. As a

matter of fact, many a- child

would , be protected from over-
working a feeble. frame by timely
and regular inspection. Incipient
tuberculosis could be detected. and
the life of the child saved, to say
nothing of the other children who
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would be removed from the peril
of contagion. The City Council
must not gamble in the health of
the children. This is a point at
.which it is criminal to save money.
-- Montreal Star.

Individual Health L. F. Bisbop,
Inspection. Ne w Y o r k

(Journal American lMedical Associ-
ation, September 1), advocates the
practice of health inspection of
individuals generally, to · detect
disease or defects that may en-
danger health before it becoies
difficult to remedy. Hundreds of
lives, he says, are lost and thous-
ands of days of disability because
of the lack of such foreknowledge.
The examinatiôn should be thor-
ough, complete, and necessarily
technical, in its nature, demanding
special skill, and for this reason lie
suggests the organization of co-
operative clinical laboratories for
this purpose, where men trained
in the technicalities of chelical
and microscopie research can do
the work for the actual practi-
tioners. It should be a place
where the' older physicians in
practice can meet and discuss the
technicalities with the younger men
and the significance of tbings with
their fellows, and thus make clini-
cal pathology a practical matter to
all practitioners." He believes that
patients will learn to submit to'
this system in larger numbers as it
becomes better known, and thé
public can .be educated to employ
its physicians to watch the beallth

of the individual in the same way
as they , are expected to watch
over the health of the coimunity.

Present Status R. C. Coffey con-
of Appendicitis, tiibutes a paper
to the HNew York Mledical Journal,
(Aug. 18, 1906) in which he deals
with the responsibility of the
family physician in appendicitis
cases. le urges early diagnosis
and prompt reference to a com-
petent surgeon. Analysis of the
statistics of a large number of
hospitals show that the average
death rate from this disease in
hospitals is 7.4 pern cent., but that
the recovery rate is- in direct pro-
portion to the experience of the

operators. Thus, while in 48
hospitals in which the number of
operations for this disease 'was less
than 25 during the year, an average
mortality rate of 13.7 per cent. was
reached, 41 hospitals having each
more than 100 cases under treat-
ment in the year averaged a death
rate of but d.3 per cent. Ochsner,
who had 1000 cases in three years,
bad biût 2.2 per cent. of fatalities,
and the Mayo Brothers record only
1.9 per cent. of deaths out of their
404 cases during the year 1903,
and but .9 per cent. of their 536
cases during 1904. The value of
experience is thus clearly ,set forth,
and the plea is made that the
treatment should not be under-
taken by one ignoràint of surgical
technique. In this connection, a
clear understanding of the Ochsner
treatment is asked for. This
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treatment (no food, no cathartics,
removal by stomach tube of all
stomach contents, food by rectum
to avoid peristalsis of digestion),
while it may be said to be
valuable as a "first aid to the
injured," and while it is the best
treatment in the absence of a
competent surgeon, should in no
instance be expected to take the
place of the surgeon.

The Trace The practical signifi-
of Albumin. cance of a trace .of
albumin in the urine is considered
by Joseph P. Tunis, in the July
number of the American Journal
of the Medical Sciences,- and the
following conclusions are pre-
sented :-1. The terni " physi-
ol.ogical albuminuria" must be
regarded as misleading, unsatis-
factory and inadequate. 2. As
long as albumin is a constituent of
the urine the individual voiding it
cannot be regarded as normal. 3.
The mortality among such persons
must necessarily be higher than
anong an equal number of indi-
viduals who do not show this
phonomenon. 4. The actual mor-

.tality rate among this class can

best be approximated by a com-
parison- ofdIhe records of half a
dozen of the' rgest life insurance
c.ompanies (dealing with hundreds
of thousands of cases oycr a
period of twenty years at leàst.
S. The prompt means of discrii-
inating between the transient forms
,of, albuminuria and those of real
clinical significance may be found

in some such therapeutic test as
that of calcium lactate, rather than
by any further developments in the
chemistry of the urine. 6. Ex-
perience proves that a faint trace
of albumin in the urine of an
individual past middle life is often
of greater significance than a
decided trace, by unexpectedly
directing attention to the finding
of cases of pathological importance,
which might otherwise have been
easily overlooked. 7. For practical
purposes the heat and nitric acid
test for albumin is the best one,
and the careful use of Robert's
solution is the most satisfactory
control test in doubtful cases. 8.
For the proper diagnosis and
prognosis too much stress cannot
be laid on a thorough consideration
of the clinical conditions as a
whole.

Hebotomy Steadman (Med-
Versus icai Record)

Symphyseotony. summarizes the
opinions of continental writers on
the advantages of hebotomy over
symphyseotomy. 'He cites 107
cases with a total of four deaths,
one of these as the result of
chloroform anæsthesia, the other
due to sepsis, said to have been
present before the operation.

Gigli, the originator of this opera-
tion of lateral pubie section, is
quoted as:pointing with pride to
the advantage of the much lower
mortality of this operation over
symphyseotomy, which at the best
has a mortality of Il per cent.
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The latter operation is character-
ized as essentially unsurgical, as it
involves . the division of a joint,
and the concomitant great suscep-
tibility to infection, wh il e in
bebotomy secure repair is possible
and the risk to the clitoris, urethra
and bladder is reduced to a mini-
mum. Patients do not experience
difficulty in walking after puboto-
my, and the after-treatment of
the operation is simple. One
authority encourages motion in
order to, secure fibrous union, as
it favours an enlargenent of the
pelvis, which would facilitate
future deliveries. In conclusion,
Steadman admits that it is too
early to express an opinion as to
the value of Gigli's operation.
The majcrity of the continental
writers praise it. in view of the
modern tendency in hospital prac-
tice to condemn perforation of the
living child, he thinks -it unwise
to neglect the development of any
method that may prove simple,
s af e and effectual enough to
enable the practitioner, cast on
lis own resources, to be reason-
ably sure of saving both maternal
and foetal life, when he is con-
fronted with conditions which
otherwise make him choose be-

.tween a Caasarean 'section or 'the.
'sacrifice, of the life of the child.

The Toronto Meeting of
The British Medical Association.

An enregistration of very ne arly
two thousand physicians, gathered
not only from the British Isles,

Canada, and the United States,
but from India, .New Zealand,
South Africa, Bermuda, the West
Indies, and s e v er a 1 European
countries, indicates a 1 m o s t if
not quite. a re co rd attend-
anc e at a 'meeting o*f the
British Medical Association. The
arrangements of the meetings of
the varions sections were excellent,
and as each section presented an
attractive programme, the attend-
ance upon each was good, the dis-
cussions in general were well
sustained, and the interchange of

opinion proved most interesting
and instructive. The principal
addresses, arranged for the general
meetings, were unusually meritor-
ious, and vere listened to by large
audiences. From the scientific
side, therefore, the big 'meeting
vas an undoubted success. But

possibly the best features, those
which were both most profitable
and most enjoyable, were the
incidentals, and especially ýthe
opportunities afforded for the
intermingling .of sO many men
fron such widely separated
territories, of such varied experi-
ences, yet bonded, together by a
common aim.

Plentiful opportunity for social
intercourse was provided by the

good people of Toronto,whose
hospitality vas boundless., Re-
eptions and garden parties on a

massive scale were the order of
the day, and the functions arranged
by private citizens for small parties
of -visitors to the city were 'a]hnost
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numberless. In fact we have to
complain that so great a surfeit of
pleasant tbings was planned that
even the most energetic found it

impossible to accept all the invita-
tions which came to him, and the

life imposed on the visitors was
strenuous in the extreme. But the

infection of cordial good feeling
was resistless, and everyone felt in
full humour for enjoyment of the

occasion.
With so large an attendance, the

difficulties of properly disposing
of ail the business and arranging
all the multitudinous details, must
necessarily have been very great.
Much credit is therefore due to
members of the local profession,
and especially to the local secre-
taries, for the excellence of the
arrangements. Few visitors found
much reason for complaint of the
nianner in which the affairs of the
meeting were conducted, and such
complaints as were beard were not
alwa ys reasonable.

A certain result of the meeting
will be to increase the interest
which British and Canadian
physicians have long felt in each
other. Such gatherings lead to
better undIerstanding between men,
to a better fellowship and wider

sympatbies. The very large attend-
ance of British doctors sbould
stinulate Canadians to a desire to
reciprocate, and we hope to see
hereafter a better representation of
Canada at meetings of the Associ-
ation in home cities than has been
the case in the past.

Extension of the British
Medical Association.

A matter which may yet prove
of very great importance to the
profession in Canada was discussed
informally at a meeting of Officers
of Branches of the British Medical
Association, held during the course
of the Toronto convention. The
Medical Secretary and other
Officers of the Association
suggested that an extension of
the -work of the Association,
particularly in the matter of
organization, to Canada might
serve to strengthen our hands
both here and in Britain. It was
thought that medical societies' at
present in existence might become
affiliated with or, in some instances.
merged: into the British, Medical
Association-in the latter event
being continued as lranches. We
will, in a subsequent nuinber, deal
at length with the propositions
set forth.
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SEVERE SCALP WOUND WITH LOSS
OF TISSUE.

PLASTIC OPERATION TO CLOSE DEFECT.

Case Report by J. W. T. PA TTON, 3. D.,
Trino, N. S.

(Read before Colchester Medical Society, Truro, May, 1906.)

O N December. 12th, 1905, I
was called twelve miles
into the country to see a

man who had been injured while
at work at a portable saw-mill.
He had been putting soap on the
belt, when his band got caugbt,
and he was drawn against the
rapidly moving belt, the top of his
head receiving the injury.

I arrived at the lumber canip at
9 o'clock at night, and found the
patient practically unconscious.

Examination revealed an exten-
sively lacerated wound of thé scalp
about seven inches long, running
antero-posteriorly, and occupy-
ing the centre of the scalp. A
large fla of the lacerated scalp

'%D

G

fE

IC

f

'E

was turned down over the left ear.
After making the parts as clean

as possible under tie unfavorable
circumstances (in the garret of a

lumber camp, reached by climbing
a ladder), I saw tliat a consider-
able portion of the scalp (in-
cluding the - pericrnnium') had

", been torn off, and tliat the lace-
a t e d edges, approximated as

closely ajs possible, left a gap of
about two inches.

The wound was treated in the
usual manner wit h antiseptic
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dressings till healthy granulations
were formed. It was then seen
that a portion of skull 3à x 2j
inches remained without any
covering whatsoever, as shown
by the photograph, (Fig. 1):

I decided to close the gap by a
plastic operation. Accordingly,
on Jan. 12th, 1906, the patient
was placed under ether, and the
following operation. performed:
The edges of the gap were fresh-
ened,-the central edge being
made practically, a straight line
(Fig. 2). Beginning then at the
point C, about the centre of the

A

i

outer margin of the gap, I made
curved incisions in the -direction
of the dotted lines CGD and CGE,
the scalpel going down to the
sub-aponeurotic tissue. The .flaps
ACGD and BCGE were then dis-
sected up to a point in line with
AD and BE. These flaps were
then pushed bodily up to meet the
line ACB and fastened tbere with
.silk-worm gut sutures (Fig. 3).

FI .4

C The triangular portion DGE was
next freed to sone extent, and
pushed up, and sutured to CD
and CE respectively. In this way
the' denuded space was almost
covered, - a very narrow strip
being left to close by granulation.
The resuit was perfect closure of
the defect in the scalp, and is well
sho;n by this phqtograph, taken
four weeks after the operation
(Fig. 4).
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BIER'S VENOUS CONGESTION TREAT-
MENT OF TUBERCULAR ARTHRITIS

REPORT OF TWO CASES, AND NOTES FROM BIER'S CLINIC.

By DR. J. JARDINE,
Summertside, P. E. I.

(Read at meeting of Maritime Meclical Association, Charlottetown, P. E. I, July, 19o6.)

T HE treatment of tuberculosisin all its forms lias, of late
years, been put on a firmer

basis. Promihently among the
recent advances, we bave the
venous congestion treatment of
tubercular arthritis brouglit for-
ward by Bier of Kiel. The scope
of this paper is to deal with this
treatment, and for this purpose I
give reports of two cases, both
cured,; one with complications, the
other without complications.

CASE REPORT No. I.
On June 10th, 1905, a female,

aged 16 years, came to my office
complaining of sore right elbow.

Careful inquiry revealed the
fact , that this elbow had been
inj ured by a· fall in Septemiber,
1902. Recovery soon followed
and the incident was almost for-
gotten. While attending school
in the winter of 1904, and again in
the, winter of 1905, this Joint
caused some trouble. In March,
1905, patient began sewing, and
shortly afterwards this elbow be-
came quite sore. The soreness
gradually increased so that all
wdrk had to be. discontinued on

May 24th. The elbow greiv worse
-the pain preventing sleep at
niglit.

Patient had clildren's diseases,
including scarlet fever at seven

y e a r s. Otherwise bas been
healthy, although not robust.

Several paternal grandfather's
brothers and sisters died of con-
sumption, and one paternal aunt
bas since died of the same disease.

Examination showed the arm

flexed at the elbow at an angle of
about 140 degrees, with hand
pronated. Attempts to straighten
the limb caused marked pain.

There was effusion into, the, joint

producing considerable , swelling
and a very noticeable fulness on

the sides of the olecranon process.
The tuberosity of the radius was

ery tender. ý The diagnosis was
tubercular arthritis.

The treatment employed ,was the
Venous Congestion treatment of

Bier, or rather to-be more strictly
correct, a modification of that
method. -Not.haviig read Bier's
technique, in carrying out his

treatment I was compelled to use
what. appealed to my judgment as
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reasonable in view of my liniited
knowledge of the subject.

The plan adopted in this case
was as follows:-An esmarch was
tightly applied around the arm,
about six inches above the joint,
and continued loosely, over the
elbow and secured more tightly
below the joint than over it. This
was carried out at my offce for
from twenty minutes to one hour
daily - that is, as long as the
patient would endure it. By the
end of three \veeks considerable
improvement.èould be noticed ; the
night pains were gone, the tender-
ness was lèssened, and also the
swelling. Now followed a period
of about one week in which no
progress was made. On inquiry
T learned that the patient was
using the arm foo freely. Conse-
quently on July 20th immobiliza-
tion of the joint was effected by
means of an angular splint.
The use of the esmarch was con-
tinued daily as before, the splint
being reinoved for that purpose,
and at the sanie tinie gentle passive
motion 'was practised. Improve-
ment was very satisfactory.

The next difficulty was to know
wlien to stop the treatment. Per-

haps it vas my good nature that
led me to yield to the repeated
requests of the girl to remove the
splint. At any rate it was removed
ou August 24th, and patient was
relieved from her regular attend-
ance at my office, with instructions
to report regularly and s soon as
she felt the slightest' return of the

trouble. Notwithstanding these.
instructions she did not return
until September 27th, although she
was having swelling, pain and
soreness in the sane joint for about
ten days or a fortnight before that
date. The same treatment was
again entered upon.

On October 7th the patient was
noticed to be somewhat lame. On
inquiry I found that she had been
baving some pain.in right hip and
also in right knee for about a
fortnight, while on the evening
previously she had fallen on this
hip. Fearing the condition to be
one of beginning tubercular trouble
in this joint, patient 'was ordered
to bed. The ordinary treatment
for tuberculosis of the hip was
begun-traction by cord and pulley
and immobilization ofs the joint.
In about a fortnight the pain and
tenderness were lessened. The
appliance was removed on Novem-
ber 4tb, but patient remained
perfectly quiet and did not move
till about December 31st. .,The
esmarch to elbowv was continued
daily till November 27th-that is
two months from the beginning
of this second treatment-and fully
three weeks after all pain, tender-
ness, swelling and symptoms of the
trouble had disappeared. Both
elbow and hip are now well, and
patient has the freest use of both.
At no time was there any evidence
of pus formation in any of the
joints.

*During this period in bed, other
complications threatened the life
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of our patient. She developed
severe pain and tenderness over
the left ovary, especially at the
menstrual period; which were pro-
longed somewbat till relieved.
Again patient developed. a dry
cough, carried an evening tem-
perature of 100° to 102 3-50, with
pulse fr-equently as high as 110,
while nothing could be detected'
in the lungs except a jerky respir-
ation below the left clavicle. She
had also slight laryngitis on two
occasions, f r e q n e n t diarrhœa,-
marked sleeplessness, and niglt
sweats. With these complications
no change was noticed in patient's
condition until about the iniddle
of February. Then a slight and
graduai improvement came. On
March 15th the patient weighed
99 lbs. ; on May 20th this had
increased to 130 lbs.

The treatment adopted was
hygienic, dietetic and tonic, with
medicines to meet the compli-
cations. I should have said that
during the whole treatment period,
an occasional course of iron was
given.-

CAsE REPOÉT No. Il.'

On November 7, 1905, I was,
called in :consultation to see 'a.
patient to consider the advisability,
of excising the, netacarpo-phalan-'
geal articulation of the great toe.

Patient was a healthy Iooking,
girl of 16 years. She dated the
onset of the trouble back'to April,
1905 The only history 'ôf the
case obtainable showed that. thée
joint had been injured by wearing

a tight boot. For one nonth she
bad been under a physician's care
who had diagnosed tlie condition
as tubercular. Examination showed
an open wound on the outer aspect
of the joint, and a sinus between
the first and second toes leading to
thes joint. From both came a
serous discharge. Believing the
diagnosis of tubercular arthritis to
be correct, I suggested the venous

congestion treatment.: This was
carried out daily for three. montbs,
a flat bandage being applied around
the foot immediately anteijor to
the ankle for froin one to three
hours daily. The %wounds were.
dressed with an antiseptic dressing.
The wounds healed and the joint
was cured in three months. There
were no complications in this case.

From this brief review of these
cases let us turn to consider this
treatment from an other standpoint,
namely, from that of its author.

Dr. R. S. MacArthur, recent
medalist at McGill, in writing me
lasi February, gave me the results
and methods of linical application
in Bier's own cases. Although
this was not written for appear-
ance in this connection, but simply
for my personal information, yet I
take th liberty of quoting it here,
feelin that it will be at least
interestingo some present

"CIinically two methods are
used, one being the ordinary band-
aging, the other, a suctionhyper-
oemia produced by means of a bell

jar and suction pump., -This latter
method is the latest development
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of tne treatment and is capable of
more extensive application than
the other, though the results are
much the sarne in each case.

" For the ordinary method a
flat bandage, such as the Martin, is
used, applied high above the joint,
if necessary for one hour daily.
The bandage is said to be im-
properly applied if it causes pain, or
the least paresth etic sensations,
such as numbness ; and the limb
must not get colder than the
corresponding one. It is not
necessary to apply the bandage
below the joint, b-t just above,
and the pulse in the limb must not
be obliterated by the pressure.

" All ages are treated alike.
The hip-joint is not amenable to
creatient, however, by this method.

" Immobilization of the joint is
not practised, but the patient is

required, vith band, ari or
shoulder tuberculosis, to wear a
sling.

" Active and passive movements
of the joint are carried out daily,
and it is considered a bad result if
a stiff joint results after tedious
labour upon it. The joint must
be guarded against injury, as this
lowers its vitality and resisting
power.

"The formation of a cold abscess
is not to be regarded as an aggrava-
tion of the disease, but as a neces-
sary factor occurring in the course
of the disease, and the treatment
should be kept up. The abscess
should be opened, under local
anesthesia, by small incision and
the pus evacuated. Iodoform in-
jections into the joint are not used
by Bier.

" The treatment is contraindi-
cated in. (1) The beginning of
amyloid disease and severe phthisis.
(2) Where the joint is broken
down, disorganized and cold ab-
scesses present.

" Healing ensued in:

Hand tuherculosis in 88% of cases.
Elbow tuberculosis in 72.7% of cases.
Foot tuberculosis in 61.5% of cases.

and no excision of joints.
" Of the hand and-wrist, he had

17 cases, four with sinuses, five
with abscess. Of these 15 healed
with good movement; two im-
proved.

" In another series of eleven
cases, five with sinuses, abscesses
in eight. Eight healed; normal
movement in none but fair move-
ment in all. Average length of
treatment nine months.

" Another series of cases aver-
aged ten months, especially good
results were obtained in shoulder
cases.

" The suction treatment is used
in positions inaccessible by other
form, but the latest use of the
bandaging method is in the treat-
ment of tuberculosis of the testicle,
in which a soft rubber tubing is
used for one to three hours daily;'
no pain should be caused. A
suspensory should be used in the
intervals, a n d c o 1 d abscesses
should be opened. Good results
are obtained."

The suction treatment 'is used
for shorter intervals of time and
lessens especially the pain. It is
used for acute inflammations of
any kind also, and here requires
long application - twenty hours.

In suppurating tenosynovitis,
Bier uses this treatment instead of
opening up the tendon-sheatbs,
and so avoids. fixation of the
tendons.
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF IMPROVEMENT IN
THE HUMAN RACE BY CLOSER

ASSOCIATION WITH THE
MEDICAL PROFESSION

By WILLIS B. MOORE, M. D.,
Keniville. N. S.

(Read at meeting of Medical Society of Nova Scotia, Lunenburg, July 1906.)

P ERHAPS the greatest source.of pride in our profession
is the fact that its members,

as a whole, for centuries have
spent their lives for the benefit of
the race, seeking, and when dis-
covered, freely disclosing, truths
for the prevention-. and treat-
ment of the diseases which afflict
humanity, with little but honorary
reward at best and often none; even
when rnost deserved. The personal
consciousness of the great value of
our work in the history - the
race, must always be "our bighest
reward, but when, in this twentieth
century, we still have to combat
ignorance and greed ; when we
see, as recently as the present
year, evidence of the control af
the public press, by the vampire-,
like rascals ývho manipulate the
patent medicine interests, and
fatten upon the mental, moral,-
and physidal weaknesses of the
race; when we see truths in regard
to the evil suppressed or scoffed
at in editorials in our press, and
legislation souglit by the profession
in the interests of the public, for
the suppression or mitigation of

the evil, defeated by the strongest
influences of the press, and by our
representatives who should bave
fJor their object the highest and
best interests of the people ; when
we see ridiculous, base, and
mercenary motives imputed to the
medical profession in their crusade
against the evil, the spectacle is
indeed nothing short of appalling,
as sbowing a degree of ignorance
and greed and perversion of
principle on the part of those wlio
should have higher ideals, scarcely
conceivable in this so-called en-
lightened age, and obliges us to
confess that our professional
association with the race for cen-
turies bas not produced the
highest possibilities of influence
or leverage upon the mainsprings
of human action ; and it may well
seem an almost hopeless task for
the medical or any other profession
to discover and apply a remedy for
the existing evil. However, if any
improvement ever occurs, it seems
obvious that physicians are the
ones to effect it.

If one attempts to analyse the
causes leading up to this lamentable
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state of affairs, the subject is
found to be a difficult one and
more or less speculative reasoning
must be indulged in. Greed for
the cold and icy cash, as an old
friend expresses it, is of course
the prominent and most apparent
cause, but the conditions which
make its successful accomplishment
so easy, arc rather more obscure,
and upon the correct determina-
tion of tiese, depends the effective
application of a remedy for their
removal or improvement. Ign or-
ance and credulity as tools for
greed best express the underlying
cause of the trouble, but to make
the former effective servants for
the latter, .something must start
them into activity. Now the
required motor agency in this con-
nection would seem to come from
the fact that, owing to the mental,
moral, and physical vagaries of
human existence, as we observe it,
departure froin a strictly normal
state and perversion of bodily func-
tions in the individual, froni time to
timie, inay be said to be the rule
rather than the exception, and this
leads to an instinctive, desire on
the part of the sufferers, to take
or to do something to relieve their
fancied or real troubles; and with
the creation of the demand for
relief, and in the absence of a
pi'ofessional adviser-who, under
our present system, is not at hand
except in cases of alarming disease-
the credulity and ignorance of the
average sufferer lead to a ready
susceptibility to the -viles of the

quack, presented attractively by
means of printer's ink, and perhaps
by the recomniendations of ignorant
acquaintances, who through in-
herent vanity, which is another
causative factor, think they know
the character of their friend's
trouble and the proper remedy.

Then there is the feeling of
liberty of choice among the people
to buy and use what they fancy
for their needs, and any curtail-
ment of that liberty is naturally
resented, freedom of action is
upheld, and so it goes on.

Now let us think of a possible
remedy for the evil. Obviously
the only effective way lies in the
direction of lessening the demand
by education of the people, and by
supplying their needs in some
more desirable way. Although
some of the best lay journals of
the day, notably, Collier's Weekly
and Ladies' Home rournal, are
honourable exceptions to the gene,
ral rule, the press of the day can-
not be relied upon to do much for
the suppression of the evil, under
existing conditions, and the duty
seems to devolve upon the medical
profession as being the most hope-
ful factor in a reforinatory process.
But as the relationship exists at
present, between the general public
and the profession, lit tle can

apparently be accomplished, and
.this brings us to the question of
the desirability of closer associ-
ation with the people, by means of
which the proper requirements o
the race, for the relief of even
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their trivial ailments, can be more
scientifically fulfilled, an d t h e
patent medicine evil greatly miti-
gated or suppressed. As it is
to-day, the physician has little
influence in regulating the demand
of the public for nedicines to
relieve their fancied or real ail-
ments, except in cases of alarming
character or severity in which he
is consulted.

The patent medicine evil, how-
ever, is only one phase of the
question for consideration. As it
is now, instead of an appreciation
of the need of medical advice in
any given case, by the trained pro-
fessional eye, ear, touch and mind,
such need is deternpined by the
untrained, and often by the unin-
telligent, and this seens to be the
key note of the whole subject.
How often, even in acute cases,
and generally in chronic ones, our
advice is sought when irreparable
mischief is done, and had the need
of such advice been appreciated at
an earlier period, howmuch more
satisfactory our work to ourselves
and to the suifferers. Hovw often
are we urgently called to see little
Willie, who is vociferonsly demand-
ing relief froin a stomach-ache
resulting from errors of diet, which
in most cases, would soon be
relieved by natural processes,
while perhaps in the iiext roomn,
little Jiinnie or little Mary ýor
an older member of the family,
may be developing a most in-
sidious and, eventually, incurable
disease, with no outcry, and no

appreciation Of its character by the
untrained parents or friends. We
have all experienced innumerable
similar instances of unintentional
but fatal neglect.

During the past year several such
sad cases have cone under iy own
limited observatioii. Two young

girls with marked brightness of in-
telligence, accomplishments . and
beauty,. members of families of
which I had been the physician
for years, with no family history
of tiberculosis, were not seen for
montbs after loss of weight, fail-
ure of appetite and of strength,
with a little hacking cough, would
have led the professional observer
to have been on the alert for the
developinent of future trouble,
probably in the way of pulmonary
tuberculosis, and to have insti-
tuted measures to stay its progress
with a fair chance of success.
When, at last, the parents became
alarmed, and medical advice wras
sought, the disease w a s pro-
nounced, the cases were hopeless,
and both patients have since died.

Another practically identical
case in the earliest stages, was seen
about the same time by accident,
during attendanc, u p o n other
members of the family, when
decided evidence of expenditure of
vitality, by reason of late hours,
social . pleasures, application to
study and accomplishients, rapid
growth, etc., being greater. than
income from nutrition, was notice-
able to the professional eye. A
radical change was advised, by
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means of the various agencies at
our conmand, to increase income
over expenditure, and the resuit
to-day is most satisfactory.

It seems to be only a reasonable
assumption that the difference in
results in these- cases, was due
to the difference in the relative
times of observation and treat-
ment. These are only a few
recent cases, but similar instances
are frequently met with in the
experience of all of us.

Paradoxical as the expression
may be, the only time to cure
some of the most serious diseases
with which we have to deal, of
which punlmonary tuberculosis is a
prominent one, is before their
occurrence. I do not wish to
claim any great degree of diag-
nostic acinen or instinc, but ih
many cases in which I am con-
sulted, diagnosis is altogether too
easy for the good of the patient, or
for the satisfaction of myself, and
this has doubtless been the ex-
perience of you all.

The finest possible development
of the science and art of medicine,
as I understand it, would consist
in the physician's exact appreci-
ation of the individual tendency to
disease, and the earliest appli-
cation of measures to counteract
it, froi birth to death. Now,
anythig approaching this ideal
condition implies a closeness .of
observation th at is impossible.
under our present system. Some-
times we do not see families with
whom we are intimately associated

professionally, as our present sys-
tem goes, for many months, in the
absence of what, to them, requires
our services, and what knowledge
can we possibly have, of the
development of inherent or acquir-
ed tendencies to disease among the
meibers of the family ? From
motives of false econorny, from
feelings of diffidence, or false
modesty, or failure to appreciate
the necessity for skilled advice,
the physician is not called during
the earlier stages of disease, and
frequently more harm -than good
is done to the case by the use of
inefficient or harinful home or
neighbors' remedies. And here
the patent medicine evil gets in
its work, when, if closer associ-
ation with the family physician
could have existed all this time,
àcientific a dvi c e and remedies
could have been applied, an d
these evils greatly mitigated or
altogether banished.

Look for a moment at some of
the reasonable possibilities of im-
provement from closer observation:
The early detection and prevention
of ý the tendency to pulmonary
tubercûilôsis .and other fforms of
tuberculi' trouble, spinal, joint, and
abdominal, etc., spinal and other
deformities, many disorders and
diseases of infancy and childhood,
mal-nutrition, glandular affections,
adenoid disease, etc., eye, ear, nose,
throat; and teeth affections, nervous
diseases which . are becoming so
common from our mode "of so
called-education of the young and
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the tendency towards the-strenuous
life, heart strains, the detection and
early removal of malignant and
other dangerous growths, the miti-
gation of various sexual evils and
diseases, and even the possibility
of a certain infiuence in regulating
marriage and marital relations and
the production of sound offspring.
Further possibilities may occur to
you, and one can scarcely estimate
the far reaching results. Close
attention of physicians to the
principles of prophylaxis or pre-
ventive medicine in its widest
sense, woul.d result in a diagnostic
skill in appreciating the first devi-
ation froin the normal towards the
development of disease, which bas
hitherto been unattained. The
physician would be constantly on
the alert to detect the slightest
indications of conmencing trouble,
and the results to the race would,
be of incalculab.e benefit.

I hope 1 have demonstrated that
our present system of association
with the people cannot produce
the best results. At the time the
physician can do the most effective
work he is not on the scene, and
this through no fault of his own,
but simply through the fault of the
system.

I know that it is easier to be
destructive than constructive, and
you -will naturally ask me to
formulate a better system than the
one I would destroy, and here is
where I suppose I. will quite
deserve the criticism which I fore-
saw when I wrc:e the Secretary in

reply to, alrequest for a paper, that
J would present a. fèw somewhat
visionary ideas.. I have been con-
vinced for years of- the truths I
have attemptèd to ôutline, but the
remedy does not seem easy to
discover. We know : that the
tendency of the times is towards
hospital or institutional treatment
of a large percentage of pronounced
diseases, among ricli and poor, and
this is likely to increase and
continue, but this does not and
cannot counteract the evils of our
present system, and its failure to
detect the first appearances of
disease and to prevent its develop-
ment. - There is also the view that
state supervision of the public
health may assume a wider scope
and a more detailed application;
but judging from the -leverage
exercised at present upon legisla-
tive bodies, by means of the
purchased influence of the -press,
etc., by patent medicine trusts :.nd
other agencies, progress along these
lines will be slow, so that we must
depend upon ourselves to devise a
better means of exercising a direct
leverage upon the public by loser
association with them, so that they
may depend upon us to indicate to
them their needs in the medical
line for: even their most trivial
ailments, rather than upon their
own fancies, or their neighbour's,
or plausable . newspaper ads., or
the various fads or humbugs of the
age.

I do not think that the Chinese
system, by which the farmily
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physician's income continues only
during the health of the family
and. ceases when sickness occurs,
would coimmend itself to us as
equitable and desirable, but it
would seem to have some advan-
tages over ours. What arguments
can be advanced against the adop-
tion of a system by which
physicians may ethically and
practically make agreements with
families who desire their services,
to exercise a constant supervision
over their bealth by means of
regular visits of inspection at
stated periods in addition to calls
due to accidents, or emergencies,
etc., in return for a fair sum per
annum or quarterly, or montbly,
according to expediency. It seems
to me that such a system is not
altogether visionary in the possi-
bility of its accomplishment, and I
can only express regret, that
although I bave thoiigt of it for
years, and have fully recognised
the difficulties of our present

system, I have carelessly gone
along in the old rut, and have no
personal experience at present to
present in support of the practica-
bility of what I propose. But I
intend during the coming year to
suggest the advantages of my pro-
posed system of professional super-
vision to a number of my best
families, and may be able to report
later. However, I think we should
make some effort to increase our
professional leverage upon the
public, and to further our power
for good in the world, by means of
what I conceive to be the key-note
of the whole question, n amely the
adoption of some system of closer
association of the medical profession
with the general public, by which
their needs in the way of medical

acivice, andi 'medical treatment, may

more frequently be determined by

the trained professional observer

than by the untrained, and un-

professional, as at present obtains.



THE CARE AND COMMITMENT OF
THE INSANE

ByJ. V. AZNGLJN, M. D.

St. 1ohn, N. B.

(Read before the Maritime Medical Association, Charlottetown, July, 1906.)IN this imperfect paper there is
no pretence made to bring

before you anything new in
connection with that branch of
medicine in which 1 an engaged.
Mâfy wish is rather to remind the
general practitioner of his relation-
ship to the insane; to dust the
corner of his mernory where lie
the psychiatric teachings of younger
days, if he had such, for it is only
of late that colleges have given
lectures on mental disorders. As
it is now custonary to relegate the

sick in mind to institutions set
apart for their cure and care, too
often the doctor in general practice
deems it unnecessary to trouble
his mind with the mind's troubles.
His lot is thus easier than that of
bis brother who devotes his life to
work among the insane. For the
sick in mind are liable to all the
ills of the body, to which accom-
panying diseases the hospital
physician must attend. He cannot
therefore, neglect his surgery, for
accidents are common among bis
patients; paretic bones are fragile;
there is a share of major operations.
With medicine he must renain
intimate, for often diagnosis is
obscure from inability to gather
other than objective symptoms.
His j'atient may be dumb to all

inquiries, or oblivious of pain.
Sometimes, too, he rnust welcome
the little stranger to a sad world,
for not rarely the strain of
pregnancy unhinges the mind.

Seemingly little as the general
practitioner bas to do with the
insane, yet there is none on whom
f a11 s weightier responsibility
regarding them. With him rest
questions whose decision may make
or mar the life of the mentally
afflicted.

On him depends the diagnosis
of a person's insanity, the advise-
ment or the administration of the
treatment, the certification of the
mental condition if hospital sur-
veillance is determined on. Al of
which considerations are of vital
import, not only to the patient,
but often to a circle of relatives,
and, indeed, if carelessly under-
taken, may rebound injuriously on
the practitioner himself.

On these points I would dwell,
believing that they will interest
you more than any recital of the
advances in hospital methods.
The diagnosis of insanity, which
may stagger the expert, and yet
whicb commonly rests with the
general practitioner, of this some
hints will be given in: discussing
medical certifcates.
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Once convinced of a person's
lunacy, a physician must next con-
sider whether he shall advise home
or bospital treatment, andi he must
decide quickly. If hospital care
is essential, delay in securing it
lessens c h a n c e s of recovery.
Alienistic observers agree that
insanity is more curable the earlier
it comes under treatment. It is
well to remember, however, that
the doctor should only advise,
urgently if necessary, but let the
friends assume all the responsi-
bility of whatever course is fol-
lowed. Indeed, in some cases it
is prudent to have writing to that
effect. Now that insane hospitals
a r e efficient to a satisfactory
degree, in most cases of acute
insanity it will be wise to recom-
iend transference to one of these.

There may arise cases so man-
ageable that the medical man may
have confidence in bis ability to
treat them himself, and. results
may justify this course. There
may be those that for some good
reason cannot be removed at once,
for unfortunately, though unavoid-
able, the hospital required is at a
long distance from most cases that
arise. There will be cases where
friends will obstinately oppose the
most conscientious counsel.

Then the physician must en-
deavour to improvize the essentials
of the hospital in the home, or
better, in some rural resort, for
nearly always change of environ-
ment is advisable ; indeed, that is
the chief advantage of the hospital.

But this can be done properly only
for the few. In any case but the
mildest two attendants will be
necessary, and other expenses will
be heavy. Above all, the relatives
take on themselves a responsibility,
often involving life itself, that
hospitals are better equipped to
assume. Moreover, it will be
difficult to restrict the liberty of
the sufferer, who does not realize
that be is a patient. The insane
man resents restraint in his own
home much more than when among
strangers. The acute cases are few
that will not have more hope of
betterment in a hospital. This
means no reflection on extra-mural
skill, but the management of
insanity is such that it cannot be
well initiated in general practice.
I am not blind to the fact that
objections to hospitals hover round
the stigina that families imagine
will cling to them if one of their
number bas been within asylum
walls. This, alas, is our inheritance
from the dark days when people
had reason to look on these as
lunatic prisons. But such times
are only history, and it is our durty
to help break down prejudice.
The asylum is now as free from
objectionable features as the general
hospial. There bas been a revo-
lution in the treatment of the
insane within the lifetime of many
of you. The hospital idea is now
predominant. Even the ancient
term, asylum, with its suggestion
of custodial care only, is in most
places a memory. Insanity is
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veiled in its true character - a
disease, and not a crime. Improve-
ments have been in progress, till
to-day curative establishments are
prepared to cater to the wealthy,
while for the poorer classes there
are institutions holding out re-
medial care, with every comfort.
The nurses selected are trained, so
as to become companions of the
insane rather than their keepers.

Intelligence and tact have de-
posed brute force. Many a corridor
is as free from lock and bar as
was the patient's home. Occupa-
tion and amusement are made a
constant study ; for entertainnent
is found in our day as diverting as
in the first authentic lunacy of
history, when the melancholy
monarch was refreshed by the
strains of David's harp.

No physician will be long in
practice, however, without meeting
some insane one whom he will
have to attend tenporarily or
throughout his illness. A grasp
of the principles of treatment for
mental ailments may then be of
use. While each case must be
treated individually, there is much
common ground. Change of scene
and companionship is almost al-
ways advisable for your patient.
A nurse or two, qualified for the
work, is indispensable. Relatives,
though often the best attendants
in bodily suffering, make t h e
poorest for the mental invalid,
who is prone to do as he pleases
with them. Often lie dislikes
most those whom. in health he

loved. How often we see a pati-
ent as docile as a lamb from the
day he crosses the hospital. thres-
hold, who was a tyrant in his
h o m e . The ordinary general
nurse, unless she bas had special
experience, is little better than the
sympathetic r el a t i v e. She is
liable to be overawed by the wild
conduct of the maniac, or shocked
by his unlicensed language, much
to bis delight and encouragement.

With most of the insane, sleep-
lessness precedes or is concomitant
with o t h e r manifestations of
mental disorder. The natural
brain restorative is sleep, and if
we can produce it, the progress of
the disease may be arrested in its
incipiency. The ideal sedative is
yet to be found. But some bave
merit. First and above all nust
we try to gain repose by measures
intrinsically harmless, as open air
exercise p u s b e d to moderate
fatigue. A few hours work, or a
walk, or a drive for weaker ones,
will often calm the brain-storm
and secure restoring slumber.

A full meal will induce sleep in
some. Then there is the hot
bath, (1040) which is surprisingly
efficacious.

These simpler means will fail
sometines, and drugs be indicated,
but we must beware that nature
does not come to depend on them.
Usually, for the sake of peace and
various reasons, more drugs will
have to be used in private than in
hospital practice. Let us glance
at a few that have proved useful
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to the alienist. Alcohol is helpful
when stimulation is needed as well
as sleep. In small doses it will
dissipate the wakefulness of
anxiety. In larger quantity it
will rarely fail in any case.
lyoscine Las displaced its fellow

hyoscyamine, than which it is
more unifori and certain. It is
indicated where there is motor
excitement, and bas been abused
as the agent of chemical restraint.
By its aid violence is calmed and
loquacity ceases. It bas ad-
vantages; its dose is small, though
1-25 grain hyoscine hydrobom.
may be in many cases safely given,
if need be ; it is tasteless, and
can be smuggled into a cup of
tea; its action is prompt, either
by mouth or needle; tolerance is
slowly establisbed, and no habit
is formed, as no pleasurable sen-
sations ensue. I would recommend
every practitioner to keep a tube
of the hypodermic tablets at hand.

Paraldehyde some prefer. It
produces natural sleep, does not
irritate the stomach: no beadache
follows its use. The unpleasant
taste and odour are its drawbacks,
and those who need it most will
refuse to take it.

Sulfonal is successful usually.
Its effects are lasting though slow,
but may be hastened if given in
gruel or water as hot as cai be
taken. An increased dosage is.
not needed. The one dose may
produce sleep on two successive
nights. It acts as a calmative, and
this is one of its great advantages,

allaying excitement for hours after
the sleep it produces bas passed.
It seems also of use in getting
those who refuse food to eat.
Because of its insolubility in cold.
water, the great difficulty is to
administer it when it is most
indicated. Being tasteless, it may
be spread on bread and concealed
by the butter.

Our old friend chloral, for some
cases, bas not been superseded by
any of the newer remedies. Noue of
these will avail if the sleeplessness
is due to bodily pain. Then, and
then only, is opium called for.
I emphasize this because this drug
is over-used. With some, the first
thought is to give a hypodermic
of rnorpbia. It is harmful in
insanity, as it impairs the digestion
and general health, and thus com-
bats the effects we most desire.

The remedies mentioned are the
popular sedatives, but their use
should be deferred till other means
prove futile. They are less used
than ever to-day in hospital
practice. There is a temptation
to drug the lunatic. It bas hap-
pened that the ill effects of
indiscreet medication have had to
be eliminated before improvement
began. The people have yet great
faith in the virtues of bottle-
medicine. A question sure to be
asked about an insane friend is,
"Does hie, take his medicine
regularly ?" Some appear to

think thàt patients are sent to an
insane. hospital to get some
nostrum unknown to the general
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practitioner. I have been sneered
at for detaining a patient who was
no longer being dosed. This his
brother interpreted to mean that I
regarded the man as sane. To
him - treatment meant medication
only. Neither will you have
many cases before some sensitive
relative will suggest: "Can't you
give him something so he won't
know we're taking him to an
asylam.

• As with mental aberration
there is usually found bodily
debility, ei.ther as cause or result,
consequently we run the gamut of
the standard tonics, and find it the
rule that mental improvement
keeps pace with the physical.

But there are other agencies to
heal a mind diseased which, the
alienist counts more valuable than
all the resources .of the pharma-
copoeia. .Such are the practice of
hygienic teachings; the culture,
employment, and amusement of

the patient; -the application of
mental therapeutics; in short, al
things that tend to lift the patient
out of his self-abso'rption. To
describe themwould be to detail
all that is embraced in thecoinpre-
hensive term, hospital management.

Lastly, the nourishment of the
patient must not baye least con-
sideration. Improvement often
dates froin the ingestion of a full
meal. -Many eitber from depression

or agitation eat too littleor not at
all, and must be fed through the
stoinach-tube. Tbis forcible feeding
should not; be long delayed. There

is no special rule as to diet. Eggs
and milk in abundance should form
the basis. The maniacal will
assimilate many times the amount
of food needed in health. What-
ever treatment is pursued, every-
thing centres about an effort to
build up the patient.

We now cone to the duties that
devolve on the profession in com-
mitting the insane to hospital. The
law insists, quite properly, that
certificates of insanity shall be
granted by physicians, and if they
do so iimproperly, and in a manner
slip-shod, their punishment may be
severe. The very fact that we have
been free from prosecutions in the
past is apt to make us careless.
It is no guarantee that we shall be
exempt in the future. The band
of .justice sets safeguards about the
liberty of the citizen, the greatest
right le has, and forbids bis being
put under restraint without legal
proceedings. It nay seem waste of
time to say this, but the fact is too
often ignored. Insane persons
have time and again been brought
to the hospital entrance with only
an ,informal line froni sonie intrepid
physician. It is felony to detain
any person without definite legal
conditions. ,These may seem ex-
acting, but the superintendent
cannot alter the laws of the land.

In Canada, we are progressing
towards the ideal we hope for, that
holds liberty sacred, but still admits
the insane to treatment without
injurious delay. In my judgment
the lunacy laws of New Brunswick
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recently enacted, approach most
closely to what we should have,
the commitment of the insane in
the Province of my adoption being
now as simple as is consistent with
the protection of the patient's
rights, and practically in the hands
of the medical profession, where
it should be if insanity is a
disease.

Certain formal documents cor-
rectly prepared, are requisite every-
where to secure admission to an
insane hospital. Those who see
many of these observe occasional
errors, for which the fallibility of
human nature is answerable. Some
of the points commonly neglected
will be noticed in the hope that
benefit may accrue to some case of
moping melancholy or moonstruck
madness. In the different provinces
from which we hail the blank
forms of commitment vary some-
what, but the essential features in
all are derived from the British
statutes. Whatever else be want-
ing, a medical certificate with some
history of the patient is always
required. The physician who
wishes the best for his patient
will exercise his medico - legal
knowledge in supervising the
preparation of all the certificates
demanded, as well as his own, that
delay through errors may be
avoided. The various blanks are
usually self-explanatory, and
require only reasonable care as to
details in filling up. As to the
medical certificate, practitioners
often forget that the printed

portion is fixed by law, and
requires as particular attention as
any. In this formal part, both the
examiner and the patient must be
designated precisely, and the dates
correctly inserted. These slight
requirements are important for the
identification of person and place.
The lawyers set great store by
them. If there is any doubt as to
who is spoken of the document is
defective. Pains should always
be taken to get the patient's full
name correctly. If ever you have
to defend your certificate, nothing
will create a more favourable im-
pression for you than absence of
negligence in attention to details.

In your certificate must be
written your reasons for thinking
the person insane, and not only
that, but a suitable case for
detention. Not every one of un-
sound mind is a proper person for
confinement. You must not think
of certifying those whose minds
are temporarily disordered. There
are also certain ones of feeble mind,
yet harmless, who are not proper
persons to be detained. The law
allows you a certain judgment in
deciding whether or not a person
of unbalanced mid is a proper
person for restiaint. It is as
important, therefore, to set forth
the grounds for your opinion that
a patient should be confined as
that he is insane. To fill in this
part of fyour c.ertificate, will neces-
sitate y'our examining the patient,
for the basis of proof must be
gathered from personal observation
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of his present condition. At least
the chief part of what you alleged
must, have been observed on
the date the certificate bears.
Knowledge of the past, and
opinions of others, no matter how
valuabile, can only be introduced
secondarily; .hence, the certificate
was useless, -whose baldness was
relieved only by the words, " Have
seen him in previous attacks," or
this example; "I1 am inclined to
think he should be confined in a
lunatic asylum, by the report
which is given me by the members
of his family."

The prudent physician will
learn all he can of the patient's
past and present 'character before
interviewing him, but the opinions
of interested parties must not bias
his-mind. Some may declare that
lie is insane, iyhile others may
insist he îis only excited. There
may be wi-ong motives för keeping
a person out óf an asylum as well
as for putting him in. ýDo not be
induced to be retained like a
lawyer on one side or the other.
Look for proof of ail that is told
you. There is possibility of sinister
motives. -Make sure theý patient
is sober and uninfluenced' by any
insane root that takes the reason
prisoner. -No man shoüld be certi-
fied insa:ne whohâs been examined
only when under the influence of
liquor. Not only should the doctor
act in good -faith but he should
ascertain why the relatives want
the patient removed; still. a
patient's being 'dangerous is not

the sole reason for seeking the
restraint of a hospital. Modern
English law regards necessary care
and treatment sufhicient ground for
detention.

To gain access to an insane
person for the purpose of examin-
ing him is not always easy, and
there may be actual danger in the
attempt. The lunatie may be
fully aware that a physician is a
necessary agent in securing his
confinement,: to which he mîay
object. It is the relative's place
to protect the medical man, and if
they will not try to do it he is not
called on to run any unusual risks.
It is generally best to confront
your patient undisguised. It is
not necessary to volunteer infor-
mation as to why you are paying
him a visit, but it is a mistake to
deny you are a doctor. If you do,
many of the questions you put
will seem impertinent. Deception
may gain a point, but it will
inilitate -ultimately against his
betterment, and make him sus-
picious of those who bave to deal
with him in the future. There is
a disposition on the part of the,
laity at least not to be frank with
an insane man, which Ithink i' a
great mistake. See that the man
examined has -fair play before you
deprive him of what we all hold
most dear. Remember you are
examining him to satisfy yourself
of the real state of his mind, not
to trip him up and extract some-
thing that will sound well in a
certificate. If he is a person of
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inferior intellect you may puzzle
him by cross-examination so that
he may seem out of bis mind, but
any man in the witness-box may in
the same way lose bis head and
without the least intention of doing
wrong swear black is white. If
the case admits of doubt, always
see the patient twice or more before
you sign. Many patients vary
considerably at different times, and
if possible you sbould see them at
their best and at their worst.
Some patients' derangement will
be evident at a glance on first ex-
amination, but it will sometimes
require much tact to disclose the
minds of others. Many lunatics
have the cunning to conceal their
foibles, especially if they suspect
your object. Experienced men
have withdrawn from more than
one inquiry without detecting
delusions that had existence. Some
one bas thrown out the hint that a
man is likely to betray bis lunacy,
when other means fail, if a question
is thrust at him about his own
relations and how thev treat him.
If others have suspicions of insanity
in any case the medical man should
be slow to conclude that these are
ill-founded. Much may hang on
bis decision.

One is not expected to make a
diagnosis of the form of insanity
presented, but to set forth only
such facts as will carry conviction
to whoever may read them, that
the case is suitable for confine-
ment. The physician did not
grasp this who wrote in bis certifi-

cate, "le is suffering from some
mental derangement, which at the
present time I can't easily diag-
nose." It is a mistake to state
that your patient has paronoia, or
melancholia, etc. You are not
expected to do it. Time may
prove erroneous your diagnosis
made perhaps on a single examina-
tion. Your melancholy patient
may be maniacal by the time he
reaches the hospital. You are
called on only to set forth the
facts that in your opinion are proof
of insanity, no matter what the
type, and these should be made so
clear as to be understood by the
least learned juryman. General
statements are too often given
instead of facts. The most common
failing in medical certificates is set-
ting down deductions without en-
umerating any facts on which they
are based. These fall far short of the
law's demands. For example,-
"Saw her at her home, and ascer-
tained that she is insane;"
"Generally irrational in all her
actions ;" "Perverted -deportment
and conversation." If the deport-
ment had been described, and some
conversation quoted, this skeleton
would not be so apt to give the
certifier trouble. ,Here is a typical
certificate, a pattern of many that
deal only in generalities: Under
the facts indicating insanity,-
"the presence of delusions,
general expression,> appearance of
the eyes and conversation." What
facts indicating ,insanity are there
here ? The first statement, "the
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presence of delusions," is one dear
to many a doctor; indeed I know
one who never uses any other. It
is a general one and not a speeific
fact. What the law demands is a
description of the insane delusions.
Al delusions are not insane ones.
The believers in witchcraft, or
Christian science, are not neces-
sarily insane. " The general ex-
pression " is another favorite, but
carries no weight. " The appear-
ance of the eyes," still another
favorite. This goes with th e
public, for they have a legend to
the effect that you can pick out
the lunatic by bis eyes. Such
certificates are common and made
ont by intelligent men simply be-
cause they forget that they are
making out a record for their own
protection, a record to show the
world at large why the patient
should be deprived of liberty, and
a defence for 'themselves should
this opinion be doubted. Many
physicians make out their certifi-
cates to satisfy themselves rather
than others. The " general con-
versation" they refer to conveyed
the idea of insanity to them, be-
cause it contained the facts on
whicb. they founded their opinion.
They forgot to make the nature of
this general conversation plain to
others. I do not wish to be mis-
understood. I have unbounded
faith in the conclusions regarding
insanity at which the busy general
practitioner arrives, even if bis

-method of expressing himself bas
been at fault in some instances.

In an experience of 20 years in
Hospitals for the Insane I have
never known of a person's being
sent to an asylum who was not
insane, and older men than I will tell
you the same. I have never beard
of a general practitioner in Canada
granting a certificate dishonestly
and with intention to rob a sane
person of bis liberty. In criticis-
ing the methods sometimes em-
ployed in things you a r e all
familiar with, my only desire is to
forewarn'you so that you may escape
the unpleasantness of a prosecu-
tion, or come through it unscathed.

To obtain facts on which to
base an opinion, one should pro-
ceed in . a methodical manner.
Eye and ear should both be alert.
There may be something in bis
dress, occupation or the appear-
ance of the room. to give a clue to
the mental state, and form a topic
to begin the conversation. You
may talk about the weather, the
crops or politics for hours, with-
out detecting bis insanity, so as
soon as possible bring the conver-
sation to something that concerns
himself, for the lunatic is an egoist.
The proof may have to be found-
ed on a number of trivial dis-
crepancies, any one of which
would not justify a conclusion,
but collectively might form
weighty evidence. That practi-
tioner is not blameless who delays
making out a certificate till he
finds proof of mental unsoundness
in some outrageous act. In most
casés he will look in vain for -an
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exhibition of that demoniac frenzy
whicb the populace attribute to
every insane person. The lunatic
may superficially resemble bis fel-
low mortals, as did Shylock's jew,
the christian.

Without particularizing, one
should note tbree things carefully:
the patient's appearance, his acts
and bis conversation. Mind can
be known only as portrayed in
conduct, in the things a man says
and does. Be not satisfied with
one symptom. None is patho-
gnomonie. It is a weak certificate
that hangs on a single statement.
Delusions and hallucinations
should be souglit for in all
cases. They are not essential to
insanity, but if any are found,
note them down as lucidly as
possible, for nothiiig carres more
weight with the legal fraternity.
The opposing counsel may call
them lies, but insane delusions are
not untrue to the person wbo
utters them. They are as real as
bis very existence. We must not
snatch at statements haphazard
and call them delusions. Prob-
able tbings may be delusions, and
highly improbable things may not
be. Thus the words, "he says lie
is poor, be is financially ruined,''
were valueless in the case tbey
referred to, because it was true
the man had failed in business.
It is always well to add after stat-
ing a delusión, some such words
as "which I know to be false, or
contrary to fact." This will not
be necessary when a man declares

bis head is made of cheese, or any-
thing palpably absurd. But many
assertions we can only recognize
as delusions, from what the pati-
ent's friends tell us, and their
information is not always cred-
ible. They may be interested in a
sinister way inhaving the patient
confined. You may be forced to
seek the truth from disinterested
parties. Some patients have an
unpleasant way of .r.evealing
family secrets, sometbing, they
would not dream of doing in
health, and it is convenient for
the friends to call then delusions.
Every speech of an insane man is
not necessarily a crazy one. If
a man declares himself to be
wealthy when he is known to be
penniless, this should be stated to
be a delusion, for not a few men
are rich. The truth about such a
statement can be learned easily.
But suppose a man entertains a
delusion about lis wife's infidelity
Here you may bave no testimony
but the man on the one band and
the woman on the other. : What
the man says may be a fact. The
wife may lie and be glad to get
ber busband bebind asylum walls.
In such a case all you can do is to
weigh the man's story andr the
manner in which he tells it, to-
gether with the grounds be gives
for his belief. You may need
nothing more to convince you that
his story. is the creation of lis
brain, and state in vour certificate,
"lie says bis wife is unfaitbful,
but he cannot tell me the name of
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any man who bas paid attention
to her, or give any grounds for his
belief, which I look on as alto-
gether a delusion." Delusions are
not all pure fabrications. Like
dreams, they may arise out of
experience or some fact may be
their groundwork, but they are
none the less delusions. You
will be fortunate if you ascer-
tain delusions exist. Your great-
est difficulties in getting material
for a certificate wili lie in
cases without delusion, whose
disease is shown rather in altered
behaviour. If you knew the man
in health, or were bis physician, it
would be easy for you to recognise
the change in bis character, which
is the essence of insanity. But if
you are called in to examine a man
whom you have never seen before,
you have not the advantage of the
family physician, and can only
compare bis present conduct with
what is told you of his past by
others. Such a patient may behave
well in your presence, and deny all
that others say about him. You
may have to visit him several times
or arrange to observe him when Le
is not aware you are looking on,
before you get any evidence of bis
insane acts.

Any facts that may serve as a

guide to treatment, though not
essential to the proof of insanity,
should be detailed in your certifi-
cate. If a man bas hallucinations
and hears voices, this should
always be mentioned, as such are
the dangerous lunatics, for there is

no telling what crime they may be
told to do. . Incoherence in speceh
is frequently noted, but it is a
relative symptom, and would
denote greater aberration in a
scholarly man than in an un-
educated. We niust a1 w a y s
remember that what points to
mental disease in one may not in
another. The speaker must be
considered along with the speech.
Allowance must be made for the
social standing. The use of per-
verted theological expressions and
obscene language might not arouse
suspicion in the slums, but would
suggest doubt of the sanity of a
refined woman if she indulged in
them. Some things natural at
certain ages are not usual at other
periods of life. Loss of memory
is a symptom that suggests more
in youth than old age, when the
faculties naturally decline.

My remarks thus far have re-
ferred chiefly to patients that can
be got to converse with you. But
there are some whomr no effort can
induce to utter a word. This
taciturnity is not without value.
If you can not draw him out, as a
last resort tell him why you are
examining him. Then, if he still
maintains silence, bis apparent
obstinacy is almost proof positive
of insanity., Having acquired all
the information possible from the
examination on which to ground
an opinion, one may then cite any
derived from previous acquaintance
with the patient. Next may be
inserted in corroboration f a c t s
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ascertained from others, and it is
always well to name your in-
formant. Whatever you w r i t e
down, assert only facts which you
have elicited after searcbing en-
quiry. Wh ile conspiracies to
incarcerate the sane are, I believe,
figments of fiction, yet the day may
come when a balf-cured patient
will maka you defend your state-
ments in court, and this should
engender caution. The most obvious
case may prove the nost trouble-
some. The wary practitioner will
copy bis certificate, and retain
some fuller notes. These, to be of
service, must be made at the time
of examination. A certificate will
be strengthened in proportion to
the care evident in its construction.
The facts should be written clearly,
tersely, and without comment.
Make use of the patient's very
words, if pertinent. Poor coi-
p o s i t i o n suggests negligence.
Irrelevant sentences only weaken.
Thus the proof of a woman's
insanity in a certain certificate
grounded on, "1st, Frequent births,
2nd, Close confinement to children,"
is not to the point. Statements
that are quite correct, but go to
prove sanity, ought to be omitted.
Yet frequently we see such phrases
as. "he bas no delusions ; he is not
dangerous; tai k s quickly but
sanely ; otherwise her mind is
clear." Sometimes ridiculous facts
are inserted, as where a man was
adjudged insane because of his
"repeating poetry now and again ;"

or, "praying and singing bymns

frequently." Perhaps the climax
was reached in the'. certificate
wherein the only fact alleged to
show unsound mind was, "He
tell lies." Needless to say this
was not accepted as substantial
ground.

Along with the proof of insanity
some relevant history of the pati-
ent is always expected, for statis-
tical and other purposes. Though
some of this information must be
got from relatives, the physician
should supervise its preparation.
While all the questions asked
should bring forth valuable
answers, especially will such as
relate to former attacks, and the
patient's habits of life. A correct
reply to the query regarding
suicide may save life. Some
description of the man as he was
before his estrangement, may
bring out knowledge of much
worth, especially if it be shown
that there is now a departure from
the normal in such matters as
bis affections, appetites, religion,
temper and tastes.

Then there is the point as to
beredity about which such lies are
told as must make the father of
thein bilarious. The friends alone
cannot be trusted on this score.
They may indeed be surprisingly
ignorant of their family weakness.
A father is reluctant to tell his
son that there is insanity in bis
family. The doctor should quiet-
ly inquire fron outside sources as
well concerning the taint in the
blood, and not only mention
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insanity in the family if it exists;
but also eccentricity, nervous
affections, alcoholism, and con-
sanguinity in parents. Then if
you want the truth, as Clouston
says, multiply what you get by
two. It is well also to delve
deeply to get at the nearer cause
of the disease. The patient's
friends seem rarely to be cognizant
of it, for there is nothing about
which the hospital superintendent
is oftener asked by them, yet he is
the last one to come to, not hav-
ing known the patient till after
he bas crossed the hospital
thresbold. The family physician
is thé one who should bave the
best idea of what turned the man's
head. In most cases no one cause
can be singled out. It is rather
all the outward circunstances of
life. If bereditary blight exist,
any straw will unbalance some.
Effect should not be snatched at
for cause, as is too often done to
the injury of cbaracter. Mastur-
bation and the abuse of alcohol
are more frequently the conse-
quence of a diseased brain than
.physicians state. If indulgence in
these habits has not long antedated
the insanity I should be loath to
assign its origin to tbem.

One word more, and I bave
done. The general practitioner
can do an incalculable amount of
good for the cause of the insane
if he give proper counsel as to
how the patient should be removed
from home. I cannot put it better
than is done in the circular issued

from my own hospital, "In con-
veying patients to tbe hospital
deception should never be used.

The best plan is to tell the patient
frankly, but kindly, that bis
physician and friends consider
bimn ill, and that it is proposed to
take him where everything possible
to make bim comfortable will be
done, where bis chances of cue
are better than at home, and
whence he will be removed as
soon as well." It were better to
use force than deception, and
plenty of help can be in waiting
so that force can be used without
hurting the patient. In many
cases where we anticipate resis-
tance against leaving home, no
trouble arises. We are apt to
think the patient will refuse to go
to the hospital, just as a sane man
would rebel against losing his
freedom. But we can never know
how the insane man is going ,to
reason about it., and consequently
in dealing with the insane we
cross many an unnecessary bridge.

Whenever possible, let the
patient be brought to hospital by
bis own friends. If we are sincere
in believing insanity a disease, the
courts, the sheriff and the constable
with his brutal bandcuffs, should
not be appealed to unnecessarily.

Through weary centuries the
lunatic was the object of fear,
scorn, or mockery. Since the
humane Pinel shattered the chains
and fetters that bound tbese un-
fortunates, their lot is- becorming
more and more end urab·le'.
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Physicians in all lands are vieing
with one anotber to ameliorate their
condition, each in his own way.
We do not arrogate to ourselves
that their is no other kindly method
of dealing with , the insane than
our own, and refrain from sitting
in judgment on our brother's way
of doing good. We are prone to
say, " Master, we saw one casting
out devils in Thy lname, and he
followeth not us; and we forbade
him because lie followeth not us."

A Reasonable Inferenee.
A lady and ber littile daughter w-ere

walking through a fashionable street
when they carne to a portion strevn
with straw, so as to deaden the noise
of vehicles passing a certain house.

"What's that for, ma ?" said the
child ; towiicb the mother replied -
" The lady who lives in that house has
had a little baby gi sent ber."

The child thougbt a moment, loolked
at the quantity of straw, anJ said
" Awfully well' packed, wasn't she,
ma?

A Narrow Escape.
. Harris: "They tell me you bad a

very narrow escape from death."
Spurr : " Yes ; they were going to

operdte upon me for appendicitis, but

they discovered in time that I hadn't
the money to pay for it."

Only Right.

The doctor came and said that lie

Would make another man of nie.
'All right," said 1, " and if you wilil,

Just send the other man your bill,"

Listening, I think
hear the Divine
througb the ages,

we should still
voice speaking

" Forbid him

not.
Sufice it - if there has been

dropped a bint that will quicken
the interest in those whose care
has been styled the noblest. branch
of niedicine. Sufmce it if one,
word lias been spoken that will
lead to the earlier restoration of
sone mind afflicted with the most
distressing of human ailments.

Anna-Tommy-Cal.
Shall 1, Tommy dear,
Call a surgeon quite near,

For your your arm, sir, quite
place is ?

out of

No. no, Anna, dear,
You need have no fear;

I am just malking glad the waist places.

I am happy to tell you, madam,"
said the lawyer to the wife of the
railway accident's victim, " that your
hushand can recover-"

" Oh, doctor, I arn so thankfui-"
" Madarn, I arn a lawyer, not a doc-

tor, and I have reference to darnages,
not health. He, of course, cannot
live.

Some ofour Ameriean contemporaries
have contributed merriment to their
readers. by giving publicity to the follow-
ing libel :-The Rochester Union Adver-
liser says that a Canadian firm, in an
advertisment of a nursing botle it had
patented, after giving directions-for the
use of the bottle, concluded as follows
" When the baby is done drinking
it must be unscrewed and laid in a cool
place under a tap. If the baby does
not thrive on fresh milk it should be
boiled."
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PLACENTA PRÆVIA
By A. J. MURRA Y, -M. D.,

Fredericlon, N. B.
(Read before New Brunswick Medical Society, July 17, 1906.)

P LACENTA previa is one ofthe grossest errors which
nature ever commits. There

is no physiological tragedy which
nature enacts which can rival it,
except ectopic gestation. Surgery
to a large extent has robbed this
latter condition of much of its
terrors; but placenta proevia dog-
gedly ~"shadows the path of the
physician, and exacts its relentless
toll of death. It would be a work
of supererogation were I to take
up the various theories regarding
the -etiology of placenta proevia,
and if I did I would only be relat-
ing something I bad learned out
of a book. My purpose through-
out will be to be as brief as is
consistent with a clear explication
of my subject, and, like Brutus
"to speak of that I do know."

A sudden profuse hoemorrhage
ivithout definite cause and without
pain, at any period more advanced
than that at which abortions
usually take place, should always
arouse suspicion.

In normal positions the placenta
is separated from its attach-
ment by uterine contractions.
In placenta prSvia the separa-
tion is due tò expansion in the
lower uterine zone. Whereas, in
normal labour the uterinecontrac-
tions, which determine placental
separation, close at the sane time

the' orifices of the torn vessels,
the stretching of the lower zone in
placenta prnevia leaves the mouths
of the sinuses gaping.

Like the three heads of a clergy-
man's sermon my experience with
this conditiori consists of three
cases.

CASE I.-Mrs. M., oet. 38, multi-
para. Was called urgently to go
a long distance in the night. Could
learn but little from the messenger
except that there was a woman in
the case. The spectacle which
presented itself in the sick room
was bloody and blood-curdling - to
the novice.

I realized in one awful, moment
that I was up against placenta
provia.

While I, was removing my coat
and getting up my sleeves, I
noticed that the patient was a
woman about 40 years of age, of
large , frame, red haired and
freckledc-the extreme pallor of
the skin, conjunctivoe., lips and ears
making the freckles very distinct.

I put my finger on the pulse.
It was present and no more.. The
woman was incessantly swallowing
water and incessantly vomitirg:
I ordered the water stopped and
immediately gave a hypoderinc of
morphia and atropine (fourteen
years ago the injection of strych-
nine was notso much in vogue as
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at present) and made a hasty ex-
amination as soon as the effects of
the hypodermic began to become
manifest. 1 found the uterus
dilated to the size of a silver
dolIlar, neck obliterated and the

placenta implanted in front of me
apparently all around.

I retired to the kitchen and told
the husband that I would give
hini just five minutes conversation
with his wife, for perhaps he
might never see ber alive any
more. This may sound a little
dramatic, but it was not donc for
the sake of effect. During those
five minutes I elicited that the
woman was about t h e eighth
month of pregnancy, and while
about her household duties that
evening was seized with. a fearful
baniorrhage and had to be carried
to bed, but never felt any pain.

I passed my left hand up until
I reached the placenta and at-
tempted to detach it, but was
unable to reach a loose corner of
it. I then pushed my hand right
through it, turned and delivered.
The child was dead. I noticed
that the operation of turning was
easy. It was likewise self-evident
that the placenta was adherent.
After delivery of the placenta
there was considerable flowing and
the patient appeared to be in
extremis. I injected brandy and
álso ether, raised the foot of the
bed, and kept a grip on the
fundus for two hours. In four
hours. she rallied and there was
no further hienorrhage. She

made a very tardy recovery, but is
living to this day, and may outlive
the narrator.

CASE Il. - Mrs. H., æt. 36,
multipara. Called on account of
sudden hæemorrhage. No pain.
Pregn ancy at seventh month.
Examined; not certain of diag-
nosis, but was suspicious.

Ordered woman to bed and gave
ber lots of orthodox counsel. She
demurred at first and then complied.
I subsequently learned that she
paid but little or no attention to
ny orders, advice and warnings.

A month later I was called in
the night. 'Tlie distance was not
over two miles, but it being Spring-
time, the roads were heavy and
slow. The patient told me she
had had one hoemorrhage at 7 a.m.,
and the next at 7 p.m., wben she
sent for me. Though quite weak
she looked a more hopeful subject
than imy first case many years
before. Made examination and
easily felt the placenta. Labour
was in progress-iemorrhage and
pain co-incident. I passed my
band, pusheid the placenta to one
side, seized a leg and delivered.
The cbild vas dead. The hæmorr-
hage that followed delivery of
placenta wias considerable. I
thought now that the country
was safe.. Placed one band over
.the fundus; it felt peculiar. Re-
examined and found another head
presenting. Gave the woman a
dose of ergot. Pains were frequent
but feeble. As soon as the head
came within reach I put on the
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forceps and delivered. This child
also was dead, andi here was a con-
dition where the first placenta was
previous and the second nornally
implanted.

A gush of dark blood followed
the delivery of placenta two. The
woman said & My sight is failing."
The uterus refused to contract.
I could not release it to inject
stimxulants, and in a few minutes
the scene was closed. Tree o'clock

of a wild March morning, three
people dead in the bouse, and ',ight
children imotberless !

I have frequently censuredi my-
self for being too precipitate in
delivering the second child. I
should have waited and stimulated,
but did not realize that the woman
was so nucli exhausted, or that the
anomia aas so profound and that
it was progressing.

CAsE III. - Mrs. C., '-t. 31,

priniipara, brunette, medium size.
Iad always enjoyed good health.
Called to see ber on account of
sudden severe leiorrhage unac-
companied by pain. The onset of
the flowing occurred during
sleep. Gave history of pregnancy
at the seventh month. Made ex-
amination but was unable to iake
diagnosis, as os was resistent and
cervix long. At the saine time the
red flag of danger ýwas out and I
ordered tlie woman to bed. This
time the unexpected turned out.
The wonan took the doctor's advice
and stayed in bed: Four weeks

after I was 'summoned. Patient
was in labour and hinorrhage
terrifie.

On examin.ation I found placenta
bulging into the os uteri. I was
in a quandary as to the course to
pursue.

I decided to wait a little before
attempting anything. The pati-
ent's pulse was 100, ber finger
nails and cars were very white,
but there was some natural tinge
in her cheeks. In less than an
hour the child was born, placenta
previous. In this instance also,
the child vas dead. There was
no post partum haimorrbage and
the wonan survived, making an ex
cellent recovery.

The central thought to me in
these cases is that the woman is
in jeopardy cvery hour and that
every effort must be chiefly direct-
ed toward saving her.

I have not contributed nmuch
that is new, but I have blazed
anew an old trail, where the foot-
steps of erstwhile weary pilgrinis
have trodden. and is never des-
tined to be quite obliteratèd, and
where others will reluctantly have
yet to tread.

This subject should be e of
perennial interest, because in
every niove the piysician. inakes
in behalf of the motheîr r child,
he is " shaking the dice of death
with fate, and at every thýoiv
some one of the dice bas the word
" death " written across it.
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CURRENT MEDICAL LITERATURE.
THE DISEASES OF SOCIETY (The

Vice .Problem). By C. FRANK

LYDSTON, M.D., Member of the
London Society of Authors, etc.
Published by J. B. LIPPINCOTT

Co,,wîNY, Philadelphia and London.

Just now, wbei thinking men
are becoming peculiarly alive to
the great importance of solving
the question: " What shall we do
with our criminals and degener-
ates:" this book, written by a
physician and presenting a masterly
study of the problem, is peculiarly
timely and interesting. The author
says: "The vork is not a treatise
on sociology, criminology, criminal
anthropology, penology, nor yet
upon that latest omnibus to which
some assign all moral or psychic
aberrations, degeneracy, but is
intended to comprehend all of
these subjects in so far as they
bear upon social disease in its

various deviations."
In a series of chapters on such

subjects as "social pathology,"
"the principles of evolution in
their relation to criminal sociology
and antbropology," "the etiology
of social diseases in general,"
"the chemistry of social disease,"
"anarchy and crime," "sexual vice
and crime," "the race problem in
its relation to sexual vice and
crime," "the treatment, of vice
and crime," "genius and degener-
acy," "the psychic characteristies
of the criminal," and " the ther-
apeutics of. social disease with
special reference .to crime," he

gives a most interesting and
thorougli study of the subjects
treated.

All who think must realize how
inadequate are our means of
dealing with vice in so far as
reforming the criminal is concerned
and how entirelyourusual methods,
judged by results, may be con-
sidered as antiquated, unsatisfac-
tory and insufficient.

The chapters are vell written
and will repay the student who
will read and study them carefully.

We may not agree with all the
author says, and we may not even
endorse all bis conclusions, but we
cannot fail to acknowledge that he
has written a timely work upon a

very living subject, and can have
no- hesitation in recommending its
perusal to all intelligent men. and
women, but especially to the
physician who sees so much of

degeneracy and its results, and to

the members of the legal fraternity
whose professional life brings them
in such close relation with the
criminal and his doings.

The style is clear and graphic,
the argument as a rule convincing,
and the conclusions reached fair
and legitimate. We congratulate
the author upon producing so
excellent a work, and we cordially
recommend every one interested
in social questions to read, mark,
learn and inwardly digest the
immense amount of material for
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serious thought contained in it.

It is peculiarly gratifying that
such a treatise should comle from
the brain and pen of a member of
the medical profession.

CONSUI'PTION: Its Relation to
han and his *Civilization; Its
Prevention and Cure. By JoUN
BESSNER H UBER, A. M., M. D.,
Fellow of the New. York Acaderny
of Medicine; Meriber of the National
Association for the Study and Pre-
vention of Tubercuilosis, etc., etc.
Published by the J. B. Li'PINCOTr

COMPANY, Philadelphia and London.

Dr. Huber's book is so compre-
hensive' in its scope that it does
not lend itself, readily to review.
It is intended to mieet the needs of

everybody who desires knowledge
on the subject, and it provides an
immense arnount of information,
dealing with every conceivable
aspect of the question. The first
part of the volume is devoted to
general considerations, including a
short. chapter on evolution . and
consumption, one on ancestry, the
present life, posterity, one on the

psychic element, one on the part
takén by consumptives in litera-
ture and, the arts, and one on the
history of consumption. Part two
deals with the ýspecific cause of
tuberculosis, and discusses not
only the bacillus "and the avenues
of infection, but also the relàtion
between human and bovine ,tuber-
culosis, as well as latency and
immurnitv. Part three is given up
to a discussion of the various

conditions which predispose to
tuberculosis-; part four to the

sociological aspect of the question;
part five to the home. The next
three parts consider prevention,
the cure, and the means of cure,
respectively. In parts Dine and
ten the principle sanatoria of
America and Europe are described.

The sanatoriuni and its adjuncts,
administrative measures, and non-
governmental activities, form head-
ings for the three succeeding parts,
which are replete with most
valuable suggestions. Then follow
a scientific resume, a sociological
resume, and a number of iseful
appendices.

The volume contains 536 pages,
is well printed and excellently
illustrated; It is an unusually
attractive work, being written in
a bright and readable style, free
from unnecessary technicalities,
practical, plain-spoken, but cheer-
ful and optimistic. It is a book
which one may, without hesitation,
place in the hands of a layman,
and one which should be carefully
perused by all who are interested
in the present day crusade against
tuberculosis.

Messrs. the W. B. Saunders
Company, Philadelphia and Lon-
don, have just announced the
publication of the following new
inedical %vorks:
THE TECHNIQUE OF OPERATIQNS

UPON THE INTESTINES AND
STOMACH. By DRGOÙ.L. Price,
cloth. $5-oo.

PREVALENT DISEASES 0F THE
EYE. :By DRa, SAMUE.L THEOBÀLD.
Price, cloti, $4.50.

MANUAL OF -IISTOLOGY: AND
ORGANOGRAPHY. .By DR. CHAS.
HrLL. Price, flexible leather, $2.oo,

The same firm also announce
the issue of a new edition of Text
Book of Obstetrics by Dr. Barton
Cooke Hirst. Price, cloth, $5,00.
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PERSONALS.

DR. M. A. MACAULAY, ofHalifax, was married on the
19th. inst., to Miss Juanita

McDonald, daughter of John Mc-
Donald, of Truro. The NEws
extends congratulations and best
,wishes.

Dr. A. T. Vuller, of Vancouver,
was married on the 29th. of
August, to Miss Louise McC.
Dunham, daughter of Mr. C. B.
Dunham, manager of the Western
Union Cable office, at Canso. The
INEws extends congratulations.

Dr. H. M. Stanfield, of Truro,
left recently for an extended tour
through the West. We learn with
mucli regret that the dactoi's
health is not good, anid that he
may determine to remain in the
West.

Dr. Geo. A. Hetberington, of
St. John, bas recently conpleted a
special course on diseases of the
nervous system and of the mind.
He bas again taken up practice in

St. John, intending to devote him-
self more particularly to these
special branches.

Dr. Hugli Cameron, of Mabou,
N.S., has of late contributed some
suggestive articles to the lay press
on the subject of education, in
which lie urges that less pressure
sbould be put upon the younger
pupils than the present curriculum
demands.

Dr. Alex W. Miller, of Neil's
Harbour, was married on the 17th
inst. to Miss Emma Doyle, daughter
of Mattbev Doyle, of Margaree
Forks. The News extends con-
gratulations and best wishes.

Dr. John Stewart will have the
warniest sympathy of every
member of the profession in bis
present bereavement. On the 19th
inst. he lost his aged mother, a
most estimable lady, who passed to
lier rest sincerely mourned by all
who had the good fortune of
acquaintanceship with her.

OBITUARY.
R. R. B. M. WILEY died

at Andover, N. B., on the
3rd of September. He was

forty-five years of age and leaves
a wife and two sons. Dr. Wiley
graduated from Jefferson Medical
'College in 1890. -le bad an ex-
tensive practice at Andover, and
owing to his many sterling quali-
ties, his death will be a great loss
to the community.

Captain Louis P. Farrel, I.
M. S.-Much regret is felt at the
death of Dr. Farrell, which
occurred on the, 12th inst., at
Satara, Bombay, where lie ýwas in
charge ýof the hospital. 'He was
the 'second son of the late Dr.

Edward Farrell, and possessed
many of the qualities which so
endeared his father to everyone.
Graduating at Dalhousie in 1899,
lie became M. R. C. S., Eng., and
L. R. C. P. London, in 1901. He
joined the Indian medical service
and was assigned to duty in
Somaliland. Two years ago he
was home on sick leave, having
contracted fever, but lie returned
to India in much improved health,
and took ,p work in Satara.
While it was known that he was
not in robust condition, notbing so
serious was suspected by bis
friends, and the news of his death
came as a great shock. We
extend our deepest sympathies to
the members of his family.
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Lactopeptire Tablets
A cleanly, convenient and very palatable method of administering Lacto-

peptine, especially for ambulant patients.

The tart, pincapple flavor, renders these tablets as acceptable as con-
fections. They are particularly valuable as "After Dinner Tablets," to
prevent or relieve pain or distension occurring after a heavy meal.

EAcu TABLET CONTAINS 5 GRAINs LacTOPEPTINE.

SAMPLES FREE TO MEDICAL MEN.

NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
88 Wellington Street West, y . TORAONTO, Ont.

Liquid Pe tonoids
WITH CREOSOTE

Combines in a palatable form the antiscptic and anti-tubercular properties
of Creosote vith the nutricut and reconstructive virtues of Liquid Peptonoids.
Each tablespoonful contains 'Iwo minims of pure Becchwood Creosote and one
minim of Guaiacol.

DosE--One to two tablcspoonfuls three to six times a day.

!Uhe AR.LINGTON CHEMICAL- COMPANY,
TORONTO. Ont.

A highly efficient (non-acid) antiseptic solution, of pleasant balsamic taste
and odor. Absolutely free from toxic or irritant properties, and does not stain
hands or clothing.

Formaldehyde, 0.2 per cent.
Aceto-Boro-Glyceride, 5 per cent.
Pinus Pumilio,)
Euca]yptus,
Myrrh, Active balsamic constituents.
Storax,
Benzoin, )

SAMPLES AND LITERATUYiRE ON APPLICA 710.

!he PALISADE MANVFACTURING COMPANY
88 Wellington Street West, 15 .s' TORONTO. Ont,
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THE

Nova Scotia
Carriage Co.

MAKES THE

BEST CARRIAGE

EVER BUILT TO

STAND ROUGH

COUNTRY ROADS.

EASY RUNNING,

EXCEEDINGLY

HANDSOME, AL-

MOST EVERLAST-

ING. JUST THE

CARRIAGE YOU

NEED. WRITE

US ABOUT IT.

THE

Nova cotia
Carriage Co.

LIMITED

RENTVILLE, N. 8.

THERAPEUTIC NOTES.

In Neuralgic Dysmenorrhœa
we find those cases which suffer
from rheumatisn, gout, malaria,
usually anemic, of highly sus-
ceptible nervous temperament, and
often hysterical. The woman's
general condition has an intimate
relation with her suffering, and in
treatment should receive its full
share of attention. Many women
frequently state that they suffer
only when run down, overworked,
or nervous and worried. A leading
physician states in regard to this
condition : " I have seen mens-
trual suffering, if not entirely cured,
at least much lessened by the
building up of a generally run
down system." Pepto - Mangan
(Gude), a chalybeate tonic of tested
merit, has proven of 'inestimable
value in rebuilding run down condi-
tions of the general system. In
anæmia, amenorrhœa a n d dys-
menorrhœa, menorrhagia, metrorr-
hagia, etc., its action has been
prompt and efficacious to a marked
degree. It does not distress the
stomach or p r o d u c e nervous
sequelæ.

Another Phase of the Pro-
prietary Question.-There is at
least one phase of the proprietary
question which we believe has not
been seriously considered, and that
is, that while every effort is being
made by some of our earnest and
really conscientious, though mis-
guided, workers to destroy the faith
of the profession in practically all
remedies of this class, and to bring
themn into ridicule, practically no-
thing has been done to provide
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satisfactory. substitutes for them,
except to make the suggestion-
an excellent one, too-that ph-ysi-
cians should familiarize themselves
with the official and semi-official
preparations contained in the
Pharmacopœia and National
Formulary.

In making this suggestion they
forget to add that a very large
share of these " official " prepara-
tions are old proprietaries under
other names. In other words, the
great " reform " consists in the

denunciation of such remedies as
antiphlogistine, arsenauro, bromi-
dia, lactopeptine, Fellows' hypo-
phosphites, antikamnia and lay-
den's viburnum compound, while
the use ot practically the saine

[yCO mOliRe]

NASAL;THROAXTi
INTESTINAL

STOMACH. RECTAL
zUTERO-VAGINAL

KRESS & OWEN COMPANY
210 Fulton.St.,'NewYorhR

things under other names is sug-
gested or advised. In soine ins-
tances the very formulas are used
that proprietors have published or
that analytical c h e m i s try lias
elucidated.

There is a reason for the popu-
larity of the proprietaries.
Whether many of these were
"wonderful discoveries " or not,
they have enabled the average
physician to secure results more
satisfactory to himself and his pati-
ents than he was able to secure
without them. Very, very fe w
medical men are able to extein-
porize prescriptions vhich at the
sanie tine are effective, palatable
and not uselessly poly-pharnacal.
All doctors ought to be able to do
this, but they are not-and vhose
fault is it ? And even if they were,
who but the sheerest crank would

THE TREATMENT 0F
NASAL CATARRH

Jonsz A. HaLe, M.D.,
Alo Pass, liH.

F OR ycars I used various reniedies
and met with varing success. until
tiring of one remedy afier another,

1 relied ley on Potassium Permangan-
ate in weak solutions as a nasal douche,
but a review of some points in this paper
will show why I always sought for sone-
thing else. Glyco-Thymoline has us-
urped the place ot the permanganate
solution ti ny armamentarium. and
after suffcient trial, established faLith,
implicit faith, in its specific therapeusis
for this cohdition. A knowledge nt its
essential constituents and their thera-
peutic action only tends to strengthen
a belief in its specifcity. Caution is
necessary in the selection and use of
remedies, but a fair trial bas proven no
untoward inconvenience emnanating from
the use of this remcdy.- Meanwhile the
therapeutie results are gratifying and
'the goôd effect of Glyco-Thymoline can
be easily be verified' by a trial, when
conclusions will be the result of practical
trùths only.. .
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claim that he could properly write
for, or the average druggist dis-
pense, substitutes as elegant, as
cheap and withal so satisfactory as
many of the best type of the pro-
prietaries ? It is best to look all
these facts squarely in the face and
be sensible in our conclusions.-
(Clinical Medicine).

The Crowning Age of Woman.
-The second stage of a woman 's
life, maternity, brings with it pro-
nounced physical changes requiring
the most painstaking care on the
part of the attending physician.
Especially during and prior to child-
birth valuable aid may be rendered
by the administration of Hayden's
Viburnum Conpound. In threat-
ened abortion it exercises a sedative
effect upon the nervous system,
arrests uterine contraction and
hænorrhage and prevents mis-
carriage. In cases of rigid os
which prolongs labour and rapidly
exhausts the vitality of the patient,

promptly responds to the adminis-
tration of Havden's Viburnum Com-
pound, and no less an authority
than H. Marion Sims said : '' I
have prescribed Hayden's Vibur-
num Compound in cases of labour
with rigid os, with good success."

Following delivery the anti-
spasmodic and analgesic action of
Hayden's Viburnum Compound
make it of especial service in alter-
pains. It modifies and relieves
this distressing condition, and by
re-establishing the tonicity of the
pelvic arterial systen it prevents
dangerous flooding.

Hayden's Viburnum Compound
contains no narcotic nor habit form-
ing drugs. It has enjoyed the
confidence and support of the
medical profession for over a
quarter of a century. Its formula
has been printed thousands of times
and will be cheerfully furnished by
the New York Pharmaceutical Co.,
as well as literature and samples if
express charges are paid.

T HERE is none of your Life InsurancePolicies you can take the same satis-

faction in possessing as that which you

have in the N-E e e N-E e '

MUTUAL LIFE
of CANADA

Recent events ha.ve niade its value stand

out even more conspicuously than ever in
contrast with the value of many other
Policies issued today. %e '-P '-e 1-e "le

E. E. BOREHAM, :;"'feo:ol B:ng,:: HALIFAX
_________e______________Building,'

r-
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5 AGES OF WOMEN
't- iý- 'I The varturirnt penod is one of the most cntical stages of a woman's ile in 

obsterncal work both prior to and followmng deliver'IL Hayden's Vibornum Compound
HAS PROVEN OF INESTIMABLE SERVICE..

In Tlhreatened Abortocn il exercises a sedative effect upon the nervous system,
arrests uterine contraction and hemorrhage. and prevents miscarnage.

The Rigid Os, which prolongs labor and rapidly exhausts the vitality of the patient, promptly respond
to the administration of H. V. C.. and no less an authonty than

H. 1arion SimS said

" have prescribed Hayden's Viburnum Compound ira cases of labor with Rigid Os with good success."
After-pains. The antispasmotic and analgcic action of H. V. C. makes it of especial serice ln this
the third stage ol labor It modifies and relieves the distressng after-pains
and by re-establishing th? tomicity of thc pel'Ic arterial system il prevents
dangerous flooding. f

Houden's Viiumun Compound contans no narcotic nor habit formmng
drugs. It has enjoyed the confidence and support of the medî,al profession

.for over a quarter of a century, Its formula -has been printed thousands of
limes and will be cheerfully furished with liteatuire covering ils wide range
of therapeutic uses on request

Samples for climical demonstration if express charges are paid
NEW YORK PHARMACEUTICAL CO.. Bedford Springs. mass.

Holland's PROVED Instep Arch Supporter
No Pla.rter Cast Needed.

A Positive Relief and Cure foi FLA T-F007.

80% of Cses treated for Rheurnatism, Rheurnatic Gout,
Rheumnatic A rthritis 0-f the Ankle Joint, are Flat-Foot.

The introduction of the improved Insteb Arch Sußp5orter has caused a revolution in the
treatment of Flat-foot, obviating as it does the necessity of taking a stlaster cast of the deformed
foot.

The principal orthopedic surgeons and hospitals of England and the United States are
usingand endorsing these Supporters as superior to all others. owing to the vast improvement of
this scientifically constructed appliance over the heavy, rigid mîîetallc>5lates formerly used.

These Supporters are highly recommended by physicians for children who often suifer fron
Flat-Foot. and are treated for weak ankles when such is not the case, but in reality they are
suffering from Flat-oot.

IN ORDERING SEND SIZE OF SIIOE, OR TRACINGIOF FOOT IS THE BEST GUIDE.

Sole Agents for Canada LYMAN SONS Q. CO. Surgical Specialists.

380-386 ST. PAUL ST., MONTREAL.
Witde for a Catalogue of Mfrcroscoies and Accessories.
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McGILL UNIVERSITY, Montreal
-- Faculty of fledicine, Seventy-Fourth Session, 1905 - 1906

OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY.

WILLIAM PETERSON, M. A.. LL. D., Principal. J. G. ADAMI. M. A., M. D., Director of Muscum.
CHAS. E. MOYSE, 13. A., LL. D.. Vice-Principal. F. G. FINLAY. M. B., Lond., Librarian.
T. G. RODDICK, M. D.. LL. D., F. R. C. S., Dean. JNO. W. SCANE, M. D.. Registrar.

EMERITUS PROFESSORS.

WILLIAM W RIGIIT, M. D., L. R. C. S.

Tuos. G. RonntcR, M. D., Professor of Surgery.
Wu.uLAM GARDNER, 'M. D., Professor et Gvnocology.
Fsascts J. SHEPHER>, M. D., M.R.C. S..'Eng,, PIro-

fessor of Anatorny.
JasS STEwNVART, M. D., Prof. of Medicine and Clinical

.Medicine.
GeoRGoiE VILItNS. M. D.. M. R. C. S., Professor ot

Medical Jurisprudence and Lecturer on Hlistology.
D). P. PEN tAr.Low, B.Sc.. M. A. Sc., Professor of Botanv.
WVEsLEY Mtt.s. M. A., M. D., L. R. C. P., Professor

of Physiologv.
JAs. C. CAMERON. M. D., M. R. C. P. I., Professor of

Midwiferv and Diseases of Infancv.
AL.E.ANER 1. IBLACKADERi. 1l. A., M. D., Professor

of Pharnacology and Therapeutics, and Lecturer
1n Diseases of Children.

R. F. RurTrAN, 13. A., M. D., Prof. of Chemistry.
JAS. I3LL, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Surgerv.
J. G. ADA.tt, M. A., M. 1). Cantab., Prof. o~fPathology
F. G. FINLAY, M. B. (London), M. D. (McGill), Assist-

1 G. P. GIRDWOOD, M. D., M. R. C. S., Eng.

PROFESSORS.
api Professor of Medicine and Associate Professo:-
ot Clinical Medicine.

IENRv A. LAFLEUR, B. A., M. D- Assistant Professor
of Medicine and Associate Professor of Clinical
Medicine

GEORGE E. ARMSTRONO, M. D., Associate Prof. of
Clinical Surgery.

-1. S. BIRKETT, M. D., Prof. of Phniology, Laryn
gology and Otology.

J. W. 'TIRLING. M. B., (Edin.) Professor of Opthal.
nology.

T. J. W. BURGESS, M. D., Prof. of Mental Diseases.
C. F. MARTIN. B. A., M. D., Assistant Professor of

Clinic-l Medicine.
E. W. MAcBRIDE, M. D.. D. Se., Prof. of Zoology.
T. A STARKEY.M 13. (Lond.). D. P. H.. Prof. of Hygiene.
JeuN. M. ELER., M. D., Assistant Prof. or Surgery.
J. i. MCCARTHY. M. D., Assistant Prof. in Anatomy.

A. G. NICHOLS, M. A., M. D., Assistant Professor of
Pathology.

W. S. MORow, M. D.. Assistant Prof. of Physiology.

LECTURERS.

J. A. SPRINGLE. M. D.. Lecturer in Applied Anatomy.
F. A. L. LocKAwT, M. il. (Edin.). Lecturer in Gynxco-

logy.
A. E. GARRew, M. D., Lecturer in Surgery and

Clinical Surgery.
G. GwRooN CAM.PBELL, B. Sc., M. D., Lecturer in

Clinical Medicine
W. F. HAMILTON, M. D., Lecturer in Clinical Medicine.
D. J. EvNs. M. D., Lecturer in Obstetrics.
J. ALEX. 1IIUTCHtNSCN, M.D., Lecturerin ClinicalSurgery
W. W. C 1sîAN, B. A., M.D., F. R. C. S. (Edin.),

Lecturer in Gynocology.
R. A. KERRY, M D.. Lecturer iii Pharrnacology.
S. RwOLEV )IAcRENZIE, M. D., Lecturer in Clinical

Medicine.
JoNs MCCRAE. B. A., M. D., Lecturer in Pathology.
D. A. StiirREs, M. D. (Aberd.). Lecturer in Neuro-

Pathology.

D. D. MAcTAGGART, B. Se.. M. D., Lecturer in
Medico-Legal Pathology and Demonstrator or
Pathology.

W. G. M. BYERs. M. D., Lecturer in Ophthalmology
and Otology.

A. A. RoERTSON. M. D., Lecturer in Physiology.
J. R. RoEBucK. B. A., Lecturer in Chemistry.
J. W. ScANE, M. D., Lecturer in Pharmacology and

Therapeutics.
J. A. HENDERSON, M. D., Lecturer in Anatomy.
J. D. CAMERON, B. A., M. D., Lecturer in Gyn.e-

cology.
SA-A. BRUERE. M. D., Lecturer in Clinical Medicine.
W. M. FisK, M. D., Lecturer in Histology.
H. B. YTrrs, M. D., Lecturer in Bacteriology.

FELLOWS.

IAUDOE E. ARsOTT, I3. A., M. D., Fellow in Pathology.

TIIERE ARE, IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, A STAFF OF FORTY-THREE DEMONSTRATORS
AND ASSISTANT DEMONSTRATORS.

The Collegiate Course of the Faculty of Medicine of McGill University begins in go6, on Septernpter i9th,
and will continue until the beginning of June, o907.

nIATRICULATION.-The natriculation examinations for Entrance to Arts and Medicine are held in June
and September of each year. The entrance examinations of the various Canadian Medical Boards are accepted.

COURSES.-The REGULAR COURSE for the Degree of M. D. C. M. is four sessions of about nine
mnonths each.

SPECIAL COURSES leading to the Degrees of 13. A., M. D., and B. Sc. (Arts); M. D., of six years bave
been arranged.

ADVANCED COURSES are given to graduates and others desiring to pursue special or research work in the
Laboratories. and in the Clinical and Pathological Laboratoriesof the Royal Victoria and Montreal General Hospitals.

A POST-GRADUATE COURSE is given for Practitioners during June of each year. The course consists of
daily clinics, wsard classes, and demonstrations in general medicine and surgery, and also in the various special
branches. Laboratory course in Bacteriology, Clinical Chemistry and Microscopy are also offered.

DIPLOf1AS OF PUBLIC HEALTt.-A course open to graduates in Medicine and Public Health Officers ot
fron six to twelve mnonths' duration. The course is entirely practical, and includes in addition to Bacteriology and
Sanitary Chemistry, a course on Practical Sanitation.

1OSPITALS.-The Royal Victoria, the Montreal General, the Alexandra Hospital for Contagious Diseases.
and the Montreal Maternity Hospitals are utilized for the purposes of Clinical instruction. The physicians and
surgeons connected with these are the clinical professors of the University. The Montreal General and Royal
Victoria Hospitals have a capacity Of 250 beds each.

For information and the Annual Announcenent, Apply to

T. G. RODDICK, M. D., LL. D., Dean, JNO. W. SCANE, M. D., Registrar,
McGILL MEDICAL FACULTY.
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HALIFAX MEDICAL COLLEGE,
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

THIRTY-SEVENTH SESSION, 1906-1907

TUE MEICAL FACULTY

ALEX. P. REm, M. D., C. M. ;L. R C. S., Edin. ; L. C. P. &S. Can. Emeritus Profesor ofiMedicine.
JoHN F. BLACK. M. D., Coli. Phys. and Surg., N. \'.. Emeritus l'rofessor of Surgery and Clinical Sirgery.
H. McD. HENRY, justice Supreme Court ; Emeritus Professor of Medical Jurisprudence.
GEORGE L. SINCLAIR. M. D., Col. Phys. and Surg., N. Y. ; M. D., Univ. lia]. ; Emertus Profcssor of

Medicine.
JOHN STEWART. M. B.. C. M.. Edin, ; Emeritus Professor of Surgery.
DoNALD A. CAMrHELL. M. D., C. M.; Dal. ; Professor of Medicine and Cliicail Medicine.
A. W. IL LiXNoSAV, M. D., C. M ; Da_.; M. I,, C. M.; Edin.; Professor of Anatomy.
F. W. G,%o'D'rs, M. D., C. M.; liai. Med. Col.; L. R. C. P. ; Lond. ; M. R. C. S., Eng. ; Profensor of

Pharmacology and Therapeutics.
M. A. Cuan. M. D., Univ. .N Y.; L. M., DUb.; ProfesNor of Obstetrics and Gyna.cology and of Clirtical

Medicine.
MURDOGK CtSHOLM, M. D., C. M.; McGill; L. R. C. P., Lond.; Professor of Surgery and of Clinical

Surgery.
NORMAN P. CUNîNGo:. M. D., Bell. Ilosp. Med. Coli.; Professor of %ledicine.
G. CARLETON Joss, M. D., C. M., Vind.; M. R. C. S., Eng.; Prof. of Public lealth.
Louis M. SILVER, M. B.. C. M.. Edin.; Professor of Physiology. Medicine and of Clinical Medicine.
C. DicKiE MURRAY, M. B., C. M., Edin.; Professor of Clinical M edicine.
GEo. M. CANIPitbE.U,, M. D., C. M., Bell. losp. Med. Coli.; Prof. of Pathology and Diseases of Children.
W. H. IATriE, M. D., C. M., McGill ; 1rofessor of Mental Diseases,
N. E. McKAY, M. D., C. Ml., Hal. Med. Col.; M. B.. lal. ; M. R. C. S., Eng, ; Professor of Surgery,

Clinical Surgery and Operative Surgery,
M. A. B. SMITH, M. D., Univ. N. Y.: M. 1)., C. M., Vind.. Professor of Clinical Medicine, Applied

Therapeutics, Class Instructor in Practical Medicine.
C. E. PUTTNER, PU. M., D. Pu., liai. Mcd. Coli.; Lecturer on Practical Materia Medica.
THOS. W. WALSH. M. D.. Bell. Hosp. Med. Coll.; Adjinct Professor of Obstetrics.
A I. MAVER, M D.. C. M., Professor of Clinical Surgery and Class Ilnstructor in Practical Surgery.
E. A. KIRRATRICK, M. D., C. M., McGill, Lecturer on Ophthnlnology, Otology, Etc.
JOHN MceKINNoN, LL. B.. Legal Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence.
THoMAs TRENAMAN, M. D.. Col. P. & S., N. Y., Lecturer on Practical Obstetrics.
E. V. HOGAN, M. D., C. M., McGill; L. R. C. P. & M. R. C. S., Eng. ; Professor of Clinical Surgery

and Associate Professor of Surgerv.
L. M. M 1Ray, M. D., C. M., McGill ; Professor of Patliology and lacteriology.
W. B. ALMON. M. D., C. M., Dal. ; Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence and Senior Denonstrator o.

Anatony.
J. J. DOYLR, M. D., C. M., McGill; Junior Demionstrator of Anatony.
J. R. CORSTON, M. D., C. M., Dal. ; Junior Deionstrator of listology.

EXTRA MURAL LECTURERS.

E. McKAY, PH. D., etc., Professor of Chenistry and Botany at Dalhousie College.
, Lecturer on Botany at Dalhousie College.

Lecturer on Zoology at Dalhousie College.
JA4iEs RosS, M. D., C. M., McGill, Lecturer on Skin and Genito-Urinary Diseases.
A. S. MAcKENZIE. Ph. D. ; Prof. of PIhysics at Dalhousie College.
E. D. FARRELL, M. D., C. M., Dal. ; Lecturer on Clinical Surgery

The Thirty-Eighth Session will open on Tuesday, Septemberl 4th, t9c6, and continue for the eigit
months following.

The College building is admirably suited for the purpose ot miedical teaching, and is in close proximity
to the Victoria General Hospital, the City Alms Ilouse and Dalhousie Coilege.

The recent enlargemaent and iimprovements at the Victoria General Hospital have increased the clinical
facilities, which are now unsurpassed. Every student has ample opportunities for practical wvork.

The course has been carefully graded, so that the student's tinte is not wasted.
The following will be the curriculum for M. D., C. M. deg rees :

îsT YEAR.-Inorganic Chemistry, Anatomy, Practical Anatomy, Biology, listology, Medical Physics.
(Pass in Inorganic Chenistry, Biology, Histology and Junior Anatoiay.)

2ND YEAR.-Organic Chemintry. Anatomy, Practicai Anatomy, Materia Medica. Physiology, Emabry
ology, Pathological listology, Practical Chemistry, Dispensary, Practical Materia Medica.

(Pass Primttary M. D., C. M.exanination.)

3RDi YEAPR.-Surgery. Medicine, Obstetrics. Medical Jurisprudence, Clinical Surgery, Clinical Medicine,
Pathology, Bacteriology, Hospital, Practical Obstetrics, Therapeutics.

(Pass in Medical Jurisprudence, Pathology, Therapeutics.)

TH YEAR.-Surgery. Medicine. Gynoecology antd liseases of Children, Ophthalmology, Clinical
Medicine, Clinical Surgery, Practical Obstetrics, flospital, Vaccination, Applied Anatoiny.

(Pass Final M. D. ,C. M. Exan.)

For furiher information and annual announcemnent, apply to-

L. l. SILVER, M. B.,

63 Ilollis SI., lialifaxRegistfar ifalifax. Medical College,
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inM iu d Reqistes
We make a complete assortnent of Colic Rands and Belts, Knee

Warmers, Stockinet Bandaging, Chest Protectors, Abdominal Bands and
Belts for support and warnth for Ladies and Gentlemen, etc.

"Jaeger " Pure Wool has great remedial effects on the body. It
drains the tissues of superfluous fat and moisture and much poisonous matter
ivhich retards recovery.

Every medical man should have a copy of illustrated catalogue
No. 47. Sent Free on request.

DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY WOOLEN SYSTEM CO., Limited
316 St. Catherine St. West, MONTREAL

Colwell Bros., Lmited, HALIFAX Stanley Bros., CHARLOTTETOWN
Manchester, Robertsan, Allison, Limited, . ST. JOHN. N. B.

WHERE TO GO WITH TO RETURN WITH

HAY FEVER HEALTH.
w9 A BANFF HOTEL,

in the Canadian

Rockies, known as

i ! L W " Banff the Beauti-

ful," altitude 4,500

feet. Has hot sul-

phur springs. Is in

the Canadian

National Park. The

scenery at Banff is

beautiful b e y on d

description. One of

the most attractive

places in America

to spend a vacation.

For details regarding Ratcs, Trains, etc., write
W. B HOWARD,'Dist. Passenger Agent, Canadian Pacific Railway, ST. Joux, N. B.

Septemberxvm l
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give

The fact that

other millers

we do not

a chance to

produce better flour

reason why you should

ask for "Royal Household."

OGILVIE FLOUR MILLS CO., LTD.,

MONTREAL.

is the

i ý'illil
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Philadelphia Polyclinic and College for
Graduates in Medicine.

The winter session begins October lst. Classes will be formed in General and Special

Operatiye Surgery on the Cadaver. Laboratory courses in Clinical and General Pathology.

A new course in Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Throat, and Nose, begins October lst. with the

opening ofthe winter terni. Those intending to matriculate should do so at that time. Send

for special announcenent of Eye, Ear, Throat and Nose Department for 1906-07.

All communications should be addressed to

R. M x Go pp M '..., D anLombard St., above igth St.,
R. Max Goepp,PM. D., Dean, HILADILPHIA, P a.

UNIVERSITY.OF TORONTO
FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

The regular course of instruction will consist of Four Sessions of eight months each, commencing
October ist.

There will be a distinct and separate course for each of the four years.
The lectures and demonstrations in the subjects of the First and Second vears will be given in the

Biological. Chemical. Aiatomnical and Physical Laboratories and lecture-roons of the Universitv.
Attention is directed to the efficient equipment of the University Laboratories for instruction in the

various branches of the Medical Curriculum. The new building of'the Medical Faculty has been coin-
leted at a cost of $175.ooo.oo in the Qucen's Park, and aftords extensive laboratory accommodation for

Patlhology and Physiology which is unsurpassed. Didactie Instruction in the final subjects of the Medical
Course are taught in the newe lecture theatres.

To meet the requirenents of the Ontario Medical Council a course of instruction, during the Fifth year,
will be conducted. This will be entirely optional as far as the University of Toronto is concerned.

Clinical Teaching is given in the Toronto General Hospital. Burnside Lying-in-Iospital, St. Micyael's
Tlospital, Hospital for Sick Children. and other medical charities of l'oronto.

rhiere are special Research Scholarships offered to graduates in Medicine, and every opportunity is
now afforded for Scientific Research Work in any of the various laboratories of the University, under the
direct supervision of the Professor in charge.

The Faculty provide four nedals for the graduating class (one gold and three silver). There are also
scholarships available for undergraduates in the First and Second Years; these are awarded to the
candidates on the results of the annual examinations.

Further information regarding Scholarships, Medals. etc., may be obtained trom the Cale'ndar or on
application to the Secretary.

FEES.-Lectures and demonstrations: tst year, $oo; 2nd year, $Soo; 3 rd year, Sio ; 4 th year, $zoo.
Registration for Lectures, s$.- Registration for Matriculation, $7. Annual Examinations,.eae $u4. For
Examination in Practical Chemistry, soc. For admission ad eundem stalúm, $ro. Degree, $20. Hlospital
Perpetual Tickets, $34. Lying-in-Hospital, $8.

R. A. REEVE- B. A., M. D., A. PRIMROSE, M. B., C. M.,
Dean. Secretary,

Biological Departmentf University of Toronto.

The Chemists and Surgeons
Supply Company, Limited,

MONTREAL.

Bacteri.,logical Apparatus, Clinical Thermo-
meters. H> podermic Syringes Chemical Appar.
atus. rine Chemicals for Analysis. Microscopie
Stains, Slides and over Glasses.'

Correspondence given prompt attention.
Surgical.Cata-logue in preparation.
Apparatus Catalogue noie ready.

TELEPHONE UP 945

Sce our New Showrooms at 32 McGill College
Avenue.



A

AVal able Cathartic
cnd Intestinal Tonic

Prescribed bythemost
Eminent Physicians /
anci always with
SUCCess ClMWel

AVOID
CHEAP

ITATIONS a.
ARNER &CO.

FOR MULA
Cascarin, 1-4 gr. Aloin, 1-4 gr.

Podophyllin, 1 6 gr.. Ext. Belladonna, 1-8 gr.
Strychnine, 1-60 gr. Gingerine, 1-8 gr.

SUGAR-COATED PINK.

1 - mollamaumimmamm FAIML



What
Clinical Trial Shows

1. Duration of the disease is cut short.
2. The most marked an d disagreeable symp-

M toms are ameliorated.
3. Temperature is reduced.
4. Delirium is terminated or much abated.
5. Tympanites is al most wholly avoided.

~~6. Diarrhea is checked.-.,
Acetozone isa

remarkable ant iseptic- ñ
powerful, in that it is
capable of de-

stroymng any dis-
à ease-germ with

which it can bec
T brough t into con-

tact; safe, in that it
may be taken inter- !1

nally, in aqueous solu-
tion, in quantities limited

only by the capacity of the patient to swallow and absorb it.
Supplied In ounce, halt-ounce and quarter-ounce bottles, j

also ln vils of 15 grains, six y1as la a box.3

Full Literature Sent Free on Request

"' " MNT5N IMilNM NI

For Diagnosis
of Typhoid Fever

Our Typhoid Agglutorneter simplifies
the Widal test, obviating the use of the microscope
and the fresh live culture of typhoid bacilli. It is

fully equal to the former
method in delicacy and

accuracy, and much su-
perior in convenience.

The apparatus consists
of four tubes of a sterile
permanent suspension of

ÎÈ dead typhoid bacilli, a tube

]of blood-serum diluent,
-an empty tube for collecting

bu uýthe blood, a needle for puncture,
and a pipette for withdrawing the separated serum. It contains
material for fifteen to thirty tests.

È Directions Accompany Each Package
~ Circular Free

PARKE. DAI & O PAN
LABORATORIES' DETROIT, MICH., U.S,..; WALKERVILLE, ONT.; HOUNSLOW, ENC.

BRANCHES* NIEW YORK. CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, BOSTON. BALTIMORE, NEWORILEANS, KANSAS CITY, INDIANAPOLIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MEMPH8S; LONDON, ENIR.; MONTREAL, QUE-.; SYDNEY, N.S.W..sT. PnTERsB3URG, RUSSIA; SIMLA. INDIA; TOQKIO, JAPAN.
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